
I. PEERCOIN ANNOUNCED ON 12TH AUGUST 2012 

II. PEERCOIN BLOCKCHAIN LAUNCHED ON 19TH AUGUST 2012 

III. CRYPTOCOIN, BITPARKING AND VIRCUREX INITIATED PPC TRADING 

IV. PEERCOIN SWITCHED TO VERSION 0.2 ON 10TH SEPTEMBER 2012 

V. FIRST PPC POS BLOCK TIMESTAMPED ON 18TH SEPTEMBER 2012 
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“I am happy to announce that project ppcoin is now close to beta quality  

and will be released to public soon.” 

After ten months of research and discovery, Sunny King proudly announced PPCoin 

(the original name of Peercoin) to the wider cryptocurrency community via the 

online forum called Bitcointalk.  He created a pre-release thread on that forum  

titled “[ANN] [PPC] PPCoin Beta Release Soon” on the 10th August 2012 at 14:18:31 

UTC in anticipation of a future launch of the PPCoin blockchain.  He posted: 

On the 16th August 2012, Sunny King notified the initial PPCoin community that the 

first PPC release build of the Qt wallet client was being prepared.  He stated a  

tentative blockchain launch time had been set for the 19th August 2012 at  

approximately 18:00 UTC. 
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“I will be there on sunday to support you with your coin :) best of luck and hope  

the release goes ahead!! Will u be releasing a wallet and miner??” 

Sunny King emphasised the experimental nature of the initial PPC release build.  He 

also recommended potential users of the software to carry out their own security 

evaluations.  He promised to make it as secure as possible and praised the  

community for their support so far. 

On the 16th August 2012 at 23:31 BST, PPC version 0.1.0 was released and made 

accessible via the official PPCoin Github repository website.  Download links were 

also created on the original PPCoin website at www.ppcoin.org (see image below) 

and on the official pre-release PPCoin Bitcointalk thread.  Users were given ample 

time to install the software and prepare their mining rigs before launch in two to 

three days time.  

On the following day, FuzzyBear posted his first comment on the official PPCoin  

pre-release Bitcointalk thread: 

On the 19th August 2012, approximately twelve hours before the scheduled launch 

of the PPCoin blockchain, Sunny King announced the publication of the PPCoin  

Design Paper.  Members of the community keen to read, and then investigate the 

technicalities of the coin, were able to access it via the official website.  As shown 

immediately below, the original PPCoin official website (create by Sunny King) was a 

single page on which five icons existed.  From left to right, these were the design 

paper, the sourcecode, the client download, the wiki and chat forum. 
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Block #1 (Reward 2,499.75 PPC) August 19th 2012 at 18:19:16 UTC 

“PPCoin has sailed through our first week without a problem. There is a small  

annoyance where users see quite a bit exception messages in debug log about tx  

messages, and is linked to Bitcoin transactions somehow broadcasted on our  

network. We are currently investigating a network protocol upgrade for v0.2 to  

solve this problem. Blockchain and user transactions have been working normally  

throughout the week and not affected by this annoyance.  

In v0.2 a main chain protocol upgrade is expected as I described in  

[Bitcointalk thread]. The code of this has been done, as well as some  

other improvements. This protocol switch is important and will help us achieve  

the goal of decentralisation in the future. I am also working on setting up public test  

network. Over next week v0.2 code would go through testing and be prepared for release.  

I didn’t expect that within the first week both a mining pool (NothinG) and a forum  

website (FuzzyBear) were set up with the ppcoin network.  Kudos to our ardent and  

productive supporters and I believe our still small community has great prospects.  

While the proof-of-stake blocks are still not due for another 3 weeks, our users should  

have already observed our difficulty adjustment is continuous. In principle it isn’t that  

much different from Bitcoin, standard averaging techniques are used to achieve constant 

adjustment. This design helped a lot during our first 3 days, where difficulty climbed from 

an initial 256 to over 3000. The constant adjustment of difficulty also helps with  

protecting the kernel, but this is probably a bit premature to be discussed right now.  

First week total mintage is 3~4 million coins. We thank our supporters for contributing 

resources to help the network get started. I am an entrepreneurial type as well as an  

architect/techie, and I understand taking risks deserves matching reward. The mint curve  

is quite fair in my opinion, as everyone has free choice to participate in the early stages.  

Have fun and next week!” 

On the 19th August 2012, the PPCoin blockchain launched.  The first block (see 

above) was timestamped at 18:19:16 UTC via proof of work mining.  

One hour later, Sunny King created a new official PPCoin Bitcointalk thread.  It was 

titled “[ANN] [PPC] PPCoin  Released! - First Long-Term Energy-Efficient Crypto-

Currency” and became the thread on which to discuss PPCoin related material.  

On the 26th August 2012, Sunny King posted his first weekly update: 
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Block #6,325 (Reward 1.98 PPC) September 18th 2012 at 22:01:24 UTC  

“In the new release there are some minor improvements for 

 getblock and getinfo. You can now see the total network money supply  

via getinfo. For getblock you can now see the mint amount for the block, as  

well as an additional option to see details of all transactions in the block.” 

Sunny King: “Congratulaons to mugen and Cryptocoin Exchange 

 being the first to start trading ppcoin :)” 

FuzzyBear: “Gratz mugen and Cryptocoin Exchange… u beat me to it!!” 

On the 31st August 2012, PPC version 0.2.0 was released.  There was a mandatory 

requirement for users to upgrade to this version before the 10th September 2012, 

or otherwise find themselves disconnected from the main PPCoin blockchain  

network protocol.  Besides improving overall client software, it introduced: 

On the 4th September 2012, the first cryptocurrency exchange to initiate PPC  

trading launched.  Bitcointalk user “Mugen” was pleased to announce that  

Cryptocoin had gone live.  Both Sunny King and Fuzzy Bear praised its opening: 

Three days later, the second exchange to initiate PPC trading went live.  Bitcointalk 

user “doublec” had created Bitparking.  Bitparking registered over 200,000 PPC 

trading volume on its first day.  

On the 10th September 2012, the PPCoin blockchain network switched to the  

version 0.2.0 protocol at 18:00 UTC.  Also on this day, the value of 1 PPC unit of 

account was recorded at approximately 0.00015 BTC.  

An important milestone event occurred on the 18th September 2012.  The first 

proof of stake block timestamped to the PPCoin blockchain (see below). 

Also on the 18th September 2012, PPC version 0.2.1 was released.  It included a 

code bug fix related to the ‘checkwallet’ wallet command.  Other minor code fixes 

were also made.  It was not a mandatory upgrade. 
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Block #8,186 (Reward 1,010.45 PPC) October 3rd 2012 at 00:50:42 UTC  

On the 3rd October 2012, the total number of PPC units of account generated via 

both proof of work and stake surpassed 10,000,000 PPC at the following block: 

Weekly Update #1 on 26th August 2012 16:14:04 UTC 

Weekly Update #2 on 2nd September 2012 17:51:51 UTC  

Weekly Update #3 on 9th September 2012 17:29:27 UTC  

Weekly Update #4 on 16th September 2012 at 22:25:43 UTC  

Weekly Update #5 on 24th September 2012 at 01:26:29 UTC  

Weekly Update #6 on 30th September 2012 at 17:27:26 UTC 

On the 30th September 2012, Sunny King announced that work had begun on PPC 

version v0.3 code development.  He also pointed out that the proportion of proof of 

stake blocks to the overall number of blocks being timestamped to the PPCoin 

blockchain had been increasing.  Proof of stake blocks were approaching the set ten 

minute block spacing target.  

Since the 26th August 2012, Sunny King had been posting weekly updates on the 

official PPCoin Bitcointalk thread.  On the 2nd October 2012, due to popular request 

from the PPCoin community, he started to post his updates on a separate  

Bitcointalk thread with links to the main thread.  The community wanted Sunny 

King to keep all updates separate from the PPCoin Bitcointalk discussion.  The first 

six Sunny King weekly updates were: 

• Sunny King reported he was making good progress with PPC version 0.3.0. Its 

release would be delayed due to his own personal circumstances of heavy 

workload during the last two months of the year. 

• Satoshi Roulette was the first non-exchange website to accept PPC as a form 

of payment. 

• On the 15th October 2012, block number 10,000 timestamped to the PPCoin 

blockchain at 10:41:39 UTC via proof of stake timestamping. 

Other events which occurred during October 2012 were: 
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Block #210,000 (Reward 25 BTC) November 28th 2012 at 15:24:38 UTC 

Block #209,999 (Reward 50 BTC) November 28th 2012 at 15:01:40 UTC  

During the first few days of November 2012, over half of all blocks timestamping to 

the PPCoin blockchain were proof of stake.   

On the 11th November 2012, PPC version 0.2.2 was released.  It fixed issues with 

the money supply statistics being displated and ‘coinstake’ creation.  Improvements 

were also made to the Qt graphical user interface (GUI) to make it easier for users 

to properly see their staked coin total and staked transactions.  It was viewed as 

more user friendly. 

Two months after the first two cryptocurrency exchanges initiated PPC trading, a 

third exchange called Vircurex (short for Virtual Currency Exchange) began to offer 

its users the ability to buy/sell PPC units of account on the 18th November 2012.    

Vircurex was founded in October 2011 and subsequently went live on the 22nd  

October 2011.  It closed down a couple for years later due to dubious activities. 

On the 28th November 2012, the proof of work mining block reward of the Bitcoin 

blockchain suddenly halved from 50 BTC to 25 BTC.  As shown below, block number 

210,000 was the first block of the Bitcoin blockchain to generate 25 BTC. 

As a consequence, the difficulty of mining PPC proof of work blocks substantially 

increased.  This was due to the fact that Bitcoin miners found themselves in the 

position of only receiving half the profits.  They were then attracted to more  

profitable cryptocurrencies, PPCoin being one of only a few coins at the time.   

Sunny King cautioned the PPCoin community about potential PPC price volatility. 
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Block #21,841 (Reward 728.41 PPC) December 26th 2012 at 22:45:34 UTC 

• On the 26th August 2012, the first official PPCoin forum opened for  

registrations at www.ppcointalk.org where the community could better  

discuss PPCoin related material.  FuzzyBear encouraged registered users to 

leave feedback on its design, functionality and ease of navigation.  

• On the 26th August 2012, the first PPCoin subreddit was created at 

www.reddit.com/r/ppcoin at 22:51:11 UTC.   

• On the 2nd September 2012, the total number of PPC surpassed 5 million. 

• On the 11th Septembers 2012, the Bitparking mining pool went live. 

• On the 18th September 2012, Bitcointalk user “dreamwatcher” announced 

the first PPCoin block explorer at https://www.ppcexplore.org:2750/ had 

been launched. One day later, it changed to www.ppcexplore.org  

• On the 19th November 2012, Bitcointalk user “xchrix” launched a website at 

www.cryptocoincharts.info showing many crypto price chart statistics. 

• On the 3rd December 2012, Bitcointalk user “xchrix” launched the first  

website to support PPC processing payments at www.cryptocoinsend.com.  

On the 26th December 2012, the total number of PPC units of account generated to 

date surpassed 15,000,000 at block number 21,841 (see above).  

On the 31st December 2012, Sunny King reported that PPC version 0.3.0 was  

undergoing code development.  He emphasised his commitment to uphold the  

security and proper functionality of the PPCoin blockchain.  He also wished the 

whole PPCoin community a happy new year. 

On the topic of PPC trading, the cryptocurrency exchange Vircurex recorded a clos-

ing value, in terms in Bitcoin, of 33,100 Bitcoin Satoshi (1 BTC Sat = 0.00000001 BTC) 

on the 31st December 2012.  

Other events which occurred during this period included: 



I. PPC VERSION 0.3.0 TESTING CONTINUED 

II. FIRST PPCOIN FORKED COIN LAUNCHED ON 9TH FEBRUARY 2013 

III. PEERCOIN VERSION 0.3.0 RELEASED ON 16TH FEBRUARY 2013 

IV. BTC-e EXCHANGE INITIATED PPC TRADING ON 6TH APRIL 2013 

V. PEERCOIN ADDED TO COINMARKETCAP ON 28TH APRIL 2013 
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Block #22,707 (Reward 0.64 PPC) January 1st 2013 at 00:11:48 UTC 

Sunny King, and the PPCoin community as a whole, were pleased about how well 

the first several months had proceeded.  There was great optimism as PPCoin  

development entered 2013.  

During the first week of January 2013, Sunny King announced that the code for the 

future PPC version 0.3.0 release was 80% complete.  He emphasised the need for 

further preliminary code testing and at least two more weeks to meticulously check 

it.  It was important to not rush it, so as to avoid potential flaws that would  

otherwise arise.  He anticipated release by the end of the month. 

On the 1st January 2013, the first block of the year timestamped to the PPCoin 

blockchain at block number 22,707 via proof of stake timestamping.   
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On the 15th January 2013, Sunny King announced that PPC version 0.3.0 was 90% 

code complete.  The first round of code testing had been successful. 

On the 21st January 2013, code testing revealed some bugs.  He also said: 

“The 0.3 protocol upgrade involves changing the way hash is computed to generate  

stake transactions (known as coinstake). The transition for users should have minimal  

impact as there is no effect on existing wallet balance, transactions and minting related 

protocols of the network. The new protocol replaces the current proof-of-stake difficulty  

in the role of stake modifier inside the proof-of-stake hashing computation (not to  

be confused with proof-of-work hashing, which remains unchanged).” 

On the 28th January 2013, the PPC version 0.3.0 protocol code was completed.  It 

was then crucial to thoroughly test it before release.   

On the 9th February 2013, the first fork of the PPCoin blockchain called Novacoin 

launched.  Sunny King clearly stated that he had not been involved in creating or 

launching the Novacoin, NVC, blockchain, but was happy to see other developers 

valuing the code design of PPCoin.  He was also quoted as saying: 

“Well congratulations to the first running ppcoin fork ;) Okay  

I am a bit surprised but happy :D I think forks are endorsements of  

the value of our work and I don’t mind more competition” :D 

NOVACOIN INITIAL SPECIFICATION SUMMARY 

 Blockchain launched:  9th February 2013 at 16:21:22 UTC 

 Symbol:    NVC 

 Founder:   Balthazar 

 Hashing Algorithm:  Scrypt 

 Timestamping Algorithm:  Proof of Work/Proof of Stake  
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After weeks of code testing on testnet had found no significant issues, PPC version 

0.3.0 (based on Bitcoin version 0.6.3) was released on the 16th February 2013.  It 

included the stake generation protocol upgrade.  Users had to upgrade before the 

scheduled 20th March 2013 protocol switch.   

On the 23rd February 2013, Sunny King was quoted as saying: 

“A good couple of months for me. I am relieved that 0.3 is finally done. And I  

also enjoy watching all the new projects going on like ripple and novacoin.” 

On the 19th March 2013, FuzzyBear was pleased to announce the launch of the 

revamped and improved official PPCoin community chat forum.  It was an  

opportunity for members of the community to begin more managed, organised and 

professional discussion related to PPCoin.  FuzzyBear posted the following post: 

“Hey all finally got a better forum for PPCoin sorted out :) most should all be more familiar 

with this. Feel free to sign up, I will be moving the URL to http://www.ppcointalk.org but 

that will not change the users created on here http://new.ppcointalk.org 

I will leave the old site up until I move the content across, sorry but I don’t think it will be 

possible to port the user accounts across.  

Let me know of nay bug or suggestions and have fun with your PPCoins!” 

On the following day, the PPC blockchain successfully switched to the version 0.3.0 

protocol.   

On the 6th April 2013, BTC-e (www.btc-e.com) became the fourth cryptocurrency 

exchange to initiate PPC trading.  A single PPC/BTC trading pair went live.  A total of 

631,271 PPC units of account were traded on the exchange during the first day.  

BTC-e was officially announced on the 17th July 2011.  It initiated Bitcoin, BTC, live 

trading on the 7th August 2011.  It was operational until the US government seized 

their website domain address. 
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On the 3rd April 2013,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/ppc

PRICE RISE IN APRIL 2013...
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Due to steep rise of the market Chris has now closed his bitparking exchange and pool. I would like 

to express my sincere gratitude to Chris for all his hard work and professionalism since ppcoin's 

release. Bitparking was the first active exchange market for ppcoin which played a major role in 

starting ppcoin market. Chris said it was more like a hobby level project, but actually he was 

being very modest. My experience is that bitparking exchanges were managed with high degree of 

e opened business to ppcoin on Friday evening and the first 48 hours total trading volume is 

As ppcoin starts to gain foothold in the competitive cryptocurrency market, I recognize that my 

responsibility has also multiplied. I wish to thank all our supporters and investors, I will try to hold 

I have updated our wiki FAQ to better explain the inflation model of ppcoin for new users. Even 

inflation one. 
The design attempts to simulate gold in a more natural fashion, with the help from Moore's Law. I 

market mon-

ey I share the views of classical and Austrian School thinkers, nowaday referred to as 'gold bugs.' 

Meanwhile, I would like to remind investors that there are high risk involved in cryptocurrency 

market. Even bitcoin once dropped from $30 in summer 2011 to $2 in winter 2011. So one should 

always seriously evaluate one's risk tolerance. Furthermore, there are additional risks involved in 

efforts to contain those risks. So be careful out there and do research (e.g. know the previous 

On the 15th April 2013, 

only-cryptocurrency

Also on 15th April 2013, 

ket capitalization this week on dustcoin, after taking over namecoin the previous week.

On the 22nd April 2013, SK Update #35: 
my previous estimate, as we now have a significant market cap any new release needs to go through 
more stringent review and testing methodology. v0.4 will include a refresh to bitcoin's v0.8.1 and oth-
er various improvements.

On the 28th April 2013, PPC added to 

On the 22nd April 2013,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/greetings/72

Sunny King said: 

main design goal of ppcoin is to achieve energy efficient operation in the long term.

END OF CHAPTER.

On the 28th April 2013, PPCoin added to www.coinmarketcap.com ALSO SEE HIS-

TORICAL SNAPSHOT ON 28TH APRIL! https://coinmarketcap.com/

historical/20130428/ 

 Low 

US$ 

Open 

US$ 

Close 

US$ 

High 

US$ 

Market Cap 

US$ 

28th April 2013 0.376287 0.386958 0.386525 0.404659 7,250,189 

29th April 2013 0.377908 0.387200 0.408861 0.424765 7,673,915 

Other events which occurred during this period included: 

• On the 4th March 2013, first official PPCoin Facebook page was created at 

www.facebook.com/PPcoin 

• On the 22nd April 2013, DirectVoltage.com was the first retailer to accept 

PPC as a form of payment on their website.  

• On the 24th April 2013, a Chinese based cryptocurrency exchange called Bter 

initiated the PPC/BTC, PPC/LTC and PPC/CNY trading pairs.  

http://dustcoin.com/


I. PPCOIN BECAME KNOWN AS PEERCOIN IN MAY 2013 

II. CRYPSY EXCHANGE INITIATED PPC TRADING ON 23RD MAY 2013 

III. PRIMECOIN BLOCKCHAIN LAUNCHED ON 7TH JULY 2013 

IV. NEW PEERCOIN LOGO ADOPTED ON 13TH JULY 2013 

V. SUNNY KING INTERVIEWED BY VITALIK BUTERNIN ... 
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30TH APRIL 2013

To 

18TH AUGUST 2013

e and CNY from A shift from the name PPCoin to Peercoin began to gain momentum in late April/

early May 2013. Members of the community had swiftly begun to design a new 

Peercoin logo.  In particular, two Bitcointalk users called “robotrebellion” and 

“mjbmonetarymetals” proposed the two designs below.  Sunny King posted the 

following response: 

“Thanks to robotrebellion and mjbmonetarymetals for contribution  

of graphic work. Oh and a new term ‘eco-friendly’” 

design 
but he mentioned the use of "peercoin" for the few people who veer towards sniggering at PP. So I 
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Sunny King stated there was no need to change the P symbol, the official symbol 

means two ‘P’ connected by a bar (not ‘IP’, but two ‘P’s).  A few days later, further 

coin logo designs were publicly posted by detail3, including the following: 

3rd May 2013, Sentinelrv first PPC Forum post... 

On 8th May 2013, Sentinelrv potential new PPC logo... 

Where to discuss PPC ideas etc. ppcointalk.org or Bitcointalk…??? 
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99Designs Contest... 

CRYPTSY EXCHANGE...23RD MAY 2013 

completed/122 

here/165 

round/182 

In May 2013, 2nd, 3rd, 4th PPC forks launched… 

• On the 2nd May 2013, the second PPC fork called BitBar launched. 

• On the 8th May 2013, the third PPC fork called Yacoin YAC launched. 

• On the 16th May 2013, the fourth PPC fork called Bitgem launched.  
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99Deisgns Contest... 

On the 1st July 2013, SK Update #45:
Primecoin prerelease: 

• I am happy to launch another innovative cryptocurrency design soon. Primecoin project was under development since 

March. It was meant to complement ppcoin in our technology portfolio. Primecoin introduces the first non

work, prime number proof
also provides additional potential scientific values. This advancement will pave the way for future proof

verse scientific computing values and uses.

• Primecoin is currently tentatively scheduled to be released next week (July 7th). Please visit the prerelease thread for up-

dates.

• Primecoin network would complement ppcoin network to strengthen our strategic position in the highly competitive cryp-

tocurrency market.

• My weekly updates will from now on cover both ppcoin network and primecoin network.

• PPCoin v0.4 development was recently delayed to speed up the primecoin release. Once primecoin release settles, ppcoin 

v0.4 development would resume and take priority.
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15th July 2013, SK Update #47:

 

• Primecoin made a big splash in the first week of its debut, with enthusiastic mining participation we managed to break multip

world records including 1CC0a, 2CC09, 2CC0b, TWN0a, and still besting our own records many times. Not only that, the race to-

ward improving miner performance has already begun. Primecoin is designed to sustain a long
so I look forward to the constant improvement of algorithms and hardware advances by market participants.

• Many people ask about the scientific value of finding these prime chains. I have already delved into this topic in my design 

The prime chains are believed to have infinite existence for every length, and a distribution law similar to those of prime n

theorem. So it is connected to the deeper mysteries of prime distribution, a lineage from the first breakthrough at Riemann's

time. Yet for the most simple case 

with this earlier this year), let alone the distribution law. Primecoin network would provide further experimental data and s

the research and development of advanced algorithms in searching these chains that may provide possible clues to this phenom-
en

• Primecoin has been reported by Bitcoin Magazine with 2 excellent technical articles and now supported on 4 exchanges. Our 

market cap ranking is now right outside top ten looking for a match with DGC and FRC.

• At the weekend peak there were about 1000x mining power in primecoin network compared to the first day of the release, due 

to a combination of improved miner and heavy growth of mining participation. The network has started cooling down a bit as of
now. Difficulty broke through 8 yesterday, currently still marching toward 9 (right now 8.85) but somewhat stabilized.

• On the ppcoin side, the logo project lead by Sentinelrv has been completed and a nice new logo is selected by the community. 

Congratulations to the team!

Primecoin is released! I am happy to announce the second innovative cryptocurrency design has now joined ppcoin as our 

advanced technology portfolio in the highly competitive cryptocurrency market. Primecoin design and development took a 

better part of 4 months since March, I am relieved that it is now released to public. I hope this work would further advance 

In addition to the design effort, I have also put a lot of work into organizing the design paper as well. Hope you all enjoyed 

shape symbolizes the Riemann zeta function (there is a graphical rendering used in primecoin windows setup screen). The 

horizontal bar is not only a standard currency symbol convention, but also symbolizes one of the highest jewels of math - 

 

Meanwhile this week the ppcoin logo design project lead by Sentinelrv is proceeding to the final design round. Thanks to 

During June 2013, two more PPC forks launched…  

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=245953.0
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On the 29th July 2013, SK Update #49:

 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

On the 22nd July 2013, SK Update #48:

 

• 

• 

• 
At least two gpu miner projects are under development, one for opencl by mtrlt (
one for cuda by primedigger (
in miners. Meanwhile ypool became the first mining pool of primecoin with its own cpu miner. I am very happy to see the level
development for primecoin. Primecoin is designed to sustain a vibrant and competitive mining market.

• 
pacity problems after 18000 new registrations for mining primecoin. So now we understand why the block rate was going crazy l

end. Some media credit primecoin as 'solving the energy waste problem'. To be fair I think ppcoin should be credited as such.

signed to be energy efficient, while primecoin is designed to be energy multi

tion problem of cryptocurrency.

 

people

PRIMECOIN...LAUNCHED 7TH JULY 2013... 
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On the 16th August 2013, at block number 64,260, total PPC units of account gener-

ated to date surpassed 20,000,000.  Proof of stake block and timestamped at 

08:47:09 UTC (see block explorer) 

Other events: 

• On the 2nd May, a new subreddit… 

• On the 28th May 2013, Crypto-Trade 

• On the 28th July 2013, Crypto-Trade XPM 

• On the 22nd June 2013, Coins-e exchange... 

On 19th Aug 2013 SK Up #52, SK said ppcoin dif passed 1 million during 13th-19th 

Aug 2013. Alos, PPC and XPM support on Coinpayments between 13-19th.  
On the 12th August 2013, SK Update #51:

• Primecoin records as of this week stand at: 12

digit Cunningham chain of first kind (#95569), 10

been now three 12

primes this year.

• Vitalik from Bitcoin Magazine interviewed me on ppcointalk.

On the 6th August 2013, SK Update #50:

 

• Primecoin v0.1.2 is released. Users can now use the new listprimerecords to check the most up

date records inside the network. A new performance metric chainsperday is introduced to help 

performance tuning.

• mikaelh joins primecoin core dev team. Mikael's work with his high performance releases has 

been top notch and will share responsibilities with me in future development and maintenance of 
primecoin. (announcement: 

• mtrlt has made further progress on his opencl miner. (

topic=258540.0

• DailyBit.net is accepting primecoin payment. (

• PPCoin v0.4 development resumes this week. Tentative target release date in early September.

In June 2013, A new exchange Crypto Trade (

supports PPC trading. AND A new exchange coins

On the 5th May 2013, First 10 cryptos on CMC...

https://coinmarketcap.com/historical/20130505/

27th May 2013, SK Update #40:

• Two tip bots currently support ppcoin, first being cointip which can be used on bitcointalk, the other 

ALTcointip can be used on reddit.

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=258540.0
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=258982.0
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=266329.0
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=258540.0
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=258540.0
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=267068.0
https://www.crypto-trade.com/


I. PEERCOIN ONE YEAR ANNIVERSARY ON 19TH AUGUST 2013 

II. JORDAN LEE INTRODUCED PEERSHARES IN SEPTEMBER 2013 

III. PEERCOIN MARKET CAPITALISATION SURPASSED US$10,000,000 

IV. TWO PEERCOINTALK COMMUNITY INTERVIEWS WITH SUNNY KING 

V. VAULT OF SATOSHI ADDED PPC TRADING ON 28TH OCTOBER 2013 
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19TH AUGUST 2013

To 

6TH NOVEMBER 2013

Block #64,853 (Reward 0.14 PPC) August 19th 2013 at 18:22:30 UTC 

Block number 64,853 marked the time the Peercoin blockchain had been operation-

al for at least one year (see below) PoS block   20,024,485.9075274 PPC generated so far.  

26th August 2013, SK Update #53:

 

• New world record of 12

• A beautifully written technical article today on ppcoin's proof

Bitcoin Magazine (

• FiniteByDesign introduces a beautiful physical silver primecoin (

topic=278470.0

https://bitcoinmagazine.com/articles/what

26TH AUGUST 2013

trade is gaining volume on XPM and PPC trading. crypto-

trade currently supports three XPM trading pairs and two PPC trading pairs, with direct XPM/USD and 
e has the most liquid 

http://bitcoinmagazine.com/6528/what-proof-of-stake-is-and-why-it-matters/
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=278470.0
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=278470.0
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Sept 1st 2013 Sunny King said: Maybe our users are not aware of what products/services are available 
through Coin Payments, looks like pr0d1gy decided to delist XPM and PPC from Coin Payments for 
now.
 
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=285619.0
 
I feel having support of the first multi
but also for a healthy competitive currency market in general. So please let Coin Payments know that 
our community is really active and interested in using their service, so hopefully they can reconsider 
this unfortunate decision to desupport two of the most innovative currencies both in the top ten mar-
ket cap ranking.
 
You can leave your feedback in the above thread or PM pr0d1gy.

19th Sept 2013 

On the 2nd September 2013, Sunny King made community aware on official chan-

nels that Coinpayments had Coin Payments is quick to drop PPC/XPM support due 

to lack of participation. VOTE: 

restoring

Coin Payments temporarily suspended PPC and XPM support, before a popular request for them to 

resume support. Coin Payments is the first payment processor supporting multiple cryptocurren-

cies, even though currently shop selection is still limited, I believe it is important to help such pay-
ment processor to grow. So I would encourage both PPC and XPM supporters spend some coins to 

test purchasing goods and services through Coin Payments. If you have plan of opening stores sup-

porting PPC and XPM, feel free to discuss your plan with Coin Payments, and enable PPC and XPM 

On the 28th September 2013,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/issue
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On the 1st October 2013, SK Update #58 said: I am very happy to see more and more users joining the 
communities of PPC and XPM, contributing ideas to help further development of the networks and 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=285619.0
http://t.co/PHE1EKCWjZ
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On the 6th October 2013, plans afoot to redesign the official ppcoin.org website, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/the

thread/406

On the 9th October 2013,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/sunny

primecoin/417

Oct 21st 2013 
9:30 PM UTC. This will NOT be in IRC. It will be in the PeercoinTalk.org chat box. There was some 
confusion last time because there was a Sunny King impersonator in IRC answering questions. You 
need to be a member of the forum to view the chat box, so please register first.

On the 19th October 2013, Peercoin community interview with Sunny King #1 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercointalks-community-interview-with-sunny-king-1-

october-19-2013/1919 [THIS INTERVIEW IS IN APPENDIX, NOT #2] 

On the 24th October 2013, Peercoin community interview with Sunny King #2 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercointalks-community-interview-with-sunny-king-2-

october-24-2013/1921 

said:  Some people made it known to me that they wanted to volunteer to be 
on the Peercoin/Primecoin team, but they didn't finish filling out the survey to sign up because they 
didn't have any specific area of expertise. There was no job listed that they felt comfortable volunteer-

Because of this, we've set up a "General" category. If you don't have any specific area of expertise, but 
still want to volunteer and help out wherever you feel you can, try filling out the survey again and this 
time select the "General" category. Things are starting to move fast and we could sure use your help. 

work market, one of the rea-
sons he created Primecoin was to act as a gateway to Peercoin, therefore benefiting it in the long run. 

"For existing ppcoin users our dedication to the continued development of ppcoin and its market has 
term advantage over pure proof-of

friendly solution to the escalating energy consump-

work is unlikely to maintain dominance. More frag-
work. Meanwhile the energy efficient sector 

would rise to challege the energy intensive sector, and ppcoin is among the leading contenders in the 

said: Also, we're trying to redesign ppcoin.org. If you have any design/feature 
ideas or want to offer your help, then please visit the official planning thread on PeercoinTalk.org. Here 

Also, we're looking for volunteers to help expand the Peercoin/Primecoin team. We're looking for any 
kind of experience, technical, artistic, wiki writers, video production, etc... All you need to do is fill out 

On the 15th October 2013, super3 created the new ppcoin.org website. Website 

was update to www.peercoin.net over the course of the week... 

On the 21st October 2013, SK Update #61:  Effort is underway on ppcointalk.org for contributors to focus 
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On the 27th October 2013,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/completed

On the 28th October 2013, an exchange called Vault of Satoshi (previously Toronto 

Bitcoin Exchange) added PPC.  Five days before, Peercointalk.org user Justa-

BitofTime notified that VoS were close to approving PPC on there. https://

www.vaultofsatoshi.com/ 

Main exchanges at the end of October 2013 for PPC were now BTC-e, mcxNOW, 

Vircurex, Cryptsy and VoS!!! 

On the 30th October 2013,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/ppc

On the 7th November 2013,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/ppc

On the 7th Oct, Sunny King #59 said: PPC v0.4 has been making progress but it still needs some more 

work. Hopefully the merge with bitcoin v0.8 would be code complete this week and testing can be start-
locked transaction feature proposed several months 

ago, it may get implemented into v0.4 if things go smooth. This feature allows PPC users to run hot wal-

let minting stake without the risk of losing the coins due to compromised system. This feature is partic-

Other events which occurred during this period included: 

• On the 9th September 2013, the exchange Crypto-Trade initiated the PPC/

USD trading pair.  

• On the 30th September 2013, the exchange Cryptsy opened the XPM trading 

markets section.  Alongside others, the XPM/LTC trading pair went live.  

• On the 13th October 2013, the exchange BTC-e initiated XPM trading.  

• On the 22nd October 2013, the official Peercoin YouTube channel at 

www.youtube.com/OfficialPeercoin was created.  

• On the 18th October 2013, the first official Peercoin Facebook page at 

www.facebook.com/Peercoin was created. 

• On the 4th November 2013, the new official (and current) Peercoin Twitter 

account at www.twitter.com/PeercoinPPC was created.  It was initially man-

aged by Peercointalk forum user “MeBeingAwesome”.  

Sept 30th PPC added to our exchange and pools:
 
https://coinex.pw/trade/ppc_btc
 
https://coinex.pw/mining/pools/PPC

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=109160
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=109160
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/J9RNLPH
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=109160
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=109160
http://www.ppcointalk.org/index.php?topic=553.0
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=109160
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/J9RNLPH
https://www.vaultofsatoshi.com/
https://www.vaultofsatoshi.com/
https://coinex.pw/trade/ppc_btc
https://coinex.pw/mining/pools/PPC


I. PEERCOIN TEXT FONT AND THEME DESIGNED 

II. PPC ATTAINED PARITY WITH THE USD ON 18TH NOVEMBER 2013 

III. ALL TIME HIGH 2013/2014 MARKET CAPITALISATIONS ATTAINED 

IV. BITTREX INITIATED PPC TRADING ON 28TH FEBRUARY 2014 

V. PEERCOIN VERSION 0.4 TESTED BEFORE RELEASE 
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6th November 2013

To 

4th March 2014

On the 12th November 2013, SK Update #64:

 

• John and I have completed a round of interview with coindesk on PPC. An article has been pub-

lished on coindesk regarding PPC.

• I have relocated PPC testnet seed node. PPC testnet resumes operation.

• Don't forget to check out all the different community activities on peercointalk.org!

All Peercoiners, starting tomorrow we'll be having a huge 3 day 
www.peercointalk.org 

tomorrow for all the details. You should also be receiving an email about it tonight if you're part of the 

team members, watch the Peercoin General Discussion board for threads by JustaBitofTime. 

The main PR thread is LIVE! please check this thread throughout the day as new action items will be 

COINDESK ARTICLE… 7TH NOV 2013... 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=109160
http://www.peercointalk.org/
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=814.0
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On the 9th November 2013, with help from Lightning (designed the PPC logo), Sen-

tinelrv announced that the community help in process of providing a professional 

“Peercoin” text theme for logo.  Different colour and font variations were suggested 

and community voted on www.peercointalk.org. Options A-J, and option A below 

won with 8 votes. On 10th Nov, text chosen (right, below): 

Final logo and text as shown in chapter title image… 

On the 16th Nov, four logo designs to use at top of the forum page were up for 

vote. C won (see right)  

Website text decided on 18th Nov 2013 and sent to super3 to add to homepage on 

peercoin.net: “Peercoin offers technological advances over Bitcoin that allow its 

network to consume far less energy and achieve a higher degree of security and 

decentralization. Not only is Peercoin’s energy efficient design greener than the 

alternatives, it contains an innovative minting algorithm that places money produc-

tion in the hands of currency holders. Peercoin is ultimately designed to have long-

term stability that will enable it to fulfill a crucial backbone role in the future cryp-

tocurrency landscape.” 

Also on the 18th November 2013, 1 PPC surpassed US$1... 

Sunny King said on 25th Nov 2013: 

the logo looking really nice on the BBC program, we must thank Sentinelrv and team 

again for the logo project!

PPC website has been revamped by a web team lead by super3. I have transferred 

my responsibility on website to the web team.
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comment/956 

On the 4th Dec 2013, Superppc created this video: 

Once PPC v0.4 is reasonably stabilized, I will push a v0.4 branch to the official repository. I am 

). You can find links of most media reports on the PPC and XPM wiki press page 

PEERCOIN MEDIA COVERAGE... 

After passing US$1, the PPC price continued to rally until ATH 2013 high attained at 

US$8.99 on the 30th November 2013… Also ATH PPC 2013 MC... 

On the 20th November 2013,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 21st November 2013,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 25th November 2013,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/nyt

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/november

cap/921

On the 29th November 2013,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/new

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/ppc

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/we

moderators

On the 3rd December 2013,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

cons/1026

http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2013/11/24/in-bitcoins-orbit-rival-virtual-currencies-vie-for-acceptance/?hp
http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2013/11/24/in-bitcoins-orbit-rival-virtual-currencies-vie-for-acceptance/?hp
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On the 27th December 2013,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

I am trying to work with potential business partners to help further peercoin and 

primecoin, having been extremely busy last couple weeks. Peercoin development 

is still ongoing, so please be patient. At this time of the year, there are also quite 

I sincerely thank all your support of the innovations in peercoin and primecoin. 

On the 31st December 2013, in SK Weekly Update #71 gave a short statement on 

the review of the year 2013: 

 
“2013 has been a fruitful year for cryptocurrencies. Bitcoin woke up from a relatively uneventful 2012 

and its marketcap reaches US$10B for the first time. China becomes one of the major markets for 

cryptocurrencies. Peercoin achieves 1% of bitcoin marketcap for the first time. Numerous currency 

networks were started, including primecoin from our team, bringing new innovations in proof -of-work 

consensus algorithms. Meanwhile, ripple introduces the first built-in exchange in a currency network, 

and establishes itself as the second most valued currency network after bitcoin.  

 

As the competition heats up, 2014 would be an interesting year to look forward to.  

 

Happy New Year!” 

At the end of the year 2013, official PPC website was looking like 

the screenshot on the left. 

On the 10th December 2013, SK Update #68:

 

• Jordan has made some good progress with Peershare project.

• John and I have completed an interview with CNBC Asia.
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29th January 2014, 

@Bittylicious_

status/428808278290604032

On the 11th Jan 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/bittylicious/1414

On the 30th Janu 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/hk

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoins

exchange/2003

On the 6th Jan 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/development-bounty-fund/1345 

On the 7th Jan 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/script-writers-needed-for-professional-high-quality-

peercoin-video-project/1356 

On the 21st Jan 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/we-need-a-website-quote-that-defends-peercoin-as-

being-more-secure-than-pure-pos/1833 

 

On the 31st Jan 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/we-have-a-chance-to-obtain-peercoin-org-but-it-will-

cost-us/2007 

On the 24th Jan 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/ppc

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/from

kactech has been organizing projects for peercoin/primecoin android wallets. This is great effort as 

friendly catering to a wider au-

A fix is published for testing for the block minting only unlock mode with Qt (encrypted wallet), 

). This is a feature to provide additional 

user security for minting blocks. The feature is confirmed to not quite work for Qt in v0.3.0. Note 

If you sent me a private message recently that I haven't been able to get back to you, I will be re-

Due to the bug affecting Peercoin minters using Qt with minting only unlock mode, I would release 

 

Peercoin v0.3.1 should be ready for release in the next couple days. Some high priority features 

The new feature in v0.3.1 includes debug window rpc console, which allows user issue rpc com-

mands inside the qt client. This simplifies operations such as unlocking wallet for block minting, 

Another feature ported to v0.3.1 is the RPC API getblocktemplate/submitblock, which is a high 

priority requirement for mining pools as peercoin mining is now dominated by ASIC devices. If you 
are operating a peercoin mining pool, please help test the new API with the latest code in repo. 

node can be run simultaneously with production node, but if you use command line for rpc access 

There will be a change with the release plan of peercoin. I have decided to include a minor proto-

col change for future p2pool support so the release will become a mandatory upgrade release. 

There will be at least 4 weeks or more upgrade window provided to users. The previously planned 
v0.3.1 will become the v0.4.0 release, and the previous v0.4 development would become the v0.5 

So the new v0.4.0 release should be ready soon. I have updated the repo throughout the week 

https://twitter.com/hashtag/peercoin?src=hash
https://twitter.com/PeercoinPPC
https://twitter.com/hashtag/worldcoin?src=hash
https://twitter.com/wdcfoundation
https://twitter.com/Bittylicious_
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=1917.0
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On the 1st Feb 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/bitcoin

On the 3rd Feb 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/the

On the 4th Feb 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/news

On the 12th February 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/relationship

On the 13th Feb 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/a

On the 16th Feb 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peer4commit/2027

 

primes, a 107 digit Cunningham chain of 
first kind. This breaks the record held by Primecoin in September last year, a 94 digit Cunningham 

Riecoin appears to be ready for launch. Riecoin was in development by gatra, initially hyped as a 

launch description 

work, searching for a 

specific type of prime constellations instead of Cunningham chains. The author of Riecoin compared it 

with Primecoin, although most of his criticisms of Primecoin are due to lack of a good understanding of 

Primecoin's design choices. In fact I have described most of them in my Primecoin paper. I certainly 
welcome other work based on Primecoin however it would be nice for the author to give proper cred-

I will transfer my primecoin website responsibility to super3 soon. The current website will be 

Peercoin v0.4 is under final development and testing. Since this is a mandatory upgrade release, 

Since peercoin v0.4 is a planned mandatory upgrade, and due to peercoin's popularity it is now 

supported on so many different exchanges that I have lost count of. It's prudent to take a cautious 

On the 4th March 2014, SK Update #80:

 

• Peercoin v0.4 is going through final round of validation. Release candidate will be announced in a 

few days once all tests complete and build starts. The upgrade schedule will be fixed before re-

lease candidate according to what I described last week.

• If you run exchange or mining pool please consider dropping me an email at 

ing9999@gmail.com
upgrade message will be sent to daemons (shown in 'getinfo') and thread posted to forum. But 

you could also choose to get dev technical support in email. If you think the currently planned 4

week upgrade window for main release is not long enough, please also contact me as soon as pos-

sible.

• Mikael has released hp12 client for primecoin. hp series primecoin clients are high performance 

mining versions of primecoin client, developed and currently maintained by Mikael and used by some 

pool mining software such as primeminer. Miners can choose to donate to Mikael in hp12 release by 

explicitly setting a configuration parameter.

On the 24th February 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peershares-facebook-banner-cover-photo/1693 

On the 25th February 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/sunnys-feb-25th-update-v0-4-proposed-release-

plan/1706 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/we-need-a-slogan-for-peershares/1707 
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Other events: 

On the 12th November 2013, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/fuzzybear-progress-blog-forum-owner-and-

localpeercoins/712 

On the 15th November 2013, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/older-news-peercoin-on-chinese-exchange/743 

On the 18th November 2013, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin-linkedin-group/833 

On the 18th November 2013, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/the-private-peercoin-activist-boards-have-now-been-

opened-to-everyone/839 

On the 12th December 2013, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/from-reddit-proof-of-stake-and-peercoins-historic-

significance/1142 

On the 28th December 2013, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/designing-the-peercoin-facebook-banner-cover-

photo/1271 

On the 1st Jan 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/happy-new-years-guys/1304 

On the 7th Jan 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/announcement-peercoin-activist-boards-are-now-open-

to-non-volunteers-to-post/1354 

Nov 13th 2013 
cebook Peercoin page:
 
https://www.facebook.com/Peercoin
 
We just hit a milestone, 100 likes! Pretty soon we'll be surpassing the likes of the ppcoin page. Please 
like the page if you haven't already to keep up to date on the latest Peercoin news and community 
initiatives. We also have an official Twitter account you can follow here...
 
https://twitter.com/peercoinppc

On the 13th November 2013,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/official

Nov 6th 2013. FuzzyBear said: 

trek_con_springfield_announces_peercoin_crypto/

Peercoin being the main cryptocoin of the convention 

 

Fuzzybear

18th Nov: Primecoin has its first fork named datacoin this week. Of course there are countless PPC 

forks already I have lost track of them long time ago.

https://github.com/primecoin/primecoin/wiki/World-records
mailto:sunnyking9999@gmail.com
mailto:sunnyking9999@gmail.com
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=109160
https://www.facebook.com/Peercoin
https://twitter.com/peercoinppc
http://www.reddit.com/r/startrek/comments/1q13l5/trek_con_springfield_announces_peercoin_crypto/
http://www.reddit.com/r/startrek/comments/1q13l5/trek_con_springfield_announces_peercoin_crypto/


I. PEERCOIN VERSION 0.4.0 RELEASED ON 5TH APRIL 2014 

II. POLONIEX INITIATED PPC TRADING ON 8TH APRIL 2014 

III. PEERUNITY VERSION 0.1.0 RELEASED ON 30TH MAY 2014 

IV. PEERSHARES VERSION 0.1.0 RELEASED 18TH JUNE 2014 

V. OFFICIAL PEERCOIN PROMOTIONAL VIDEO PUBLISHED IN JULY 
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5th MARCH 2014

TO 

21st JULY 2014

On the 11th March 2014, SK Update #81:

 

• Peercoin v0.4 release candidate final round of testing has been completed. Release candidate will be 

cut and build started tomorrow. Expect release candidate this week for distribution. Release schedule 

is now fixed as following:

• 2014

switch

• 2014

• 2014

• Peercoin v0.4 release progress can be followed on peercointalk.org.

 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

interviews-
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On the 12th March 2014, PPCoin: v0.4.0 release candidate 1 - UI improvement and 

debug window support - Protocol upgrade of stake modifier for possible future 

p2pool support - getpeerinfo support - Experimental getblocktemplate support - 

Bug fixes - For testnet deployment with upgrade deadline on March 24, 2014 On 

the 15th March 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin-0-4rc1-release-test-results/2061 

 

On the 18th March 2014, PPC/BTC now live on agx.io The Austin Global Team   

bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=507474   twitter.com/AustinGlobalX  Trading is 

FREE during Beta. Come trade on AGX and let us know what you think! 

12th March 

1st April 2014, SK #84: Peercoin v0.4 release is currently on schedule. 

Before the release of v0.4.0 on the 5th April 2014, Sunny King paid us all a surprise 

visit on the PeercoinTalk chat. Sentinelrv transcribed the entire chat: https://

talk.peercoin.net/t/here-is-the-transcribed-hour-long-chat-with-sunny-king-before-

v0-4-released/2171 

On the 7th April 2014, Bitcointalk thread on Peercoin v0.4 released https://

bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=560778.0   https://talk.peercoin.net/t/can-we-

keep-the-bitcointalk-thread-about-v0-4-bumped/2174 

On the 13th April 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 15th April 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/potential

On the 20th April 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/potential

Peercoin v0.4 release candidate has been released. Please refer to the v0.4 schedule 

If testnet upgrade goes smooth, main release should be ready around April 5 

Peercoin testnet has now been switched to v0.4.0 protocol. Testnet operation will be monitored close-
ly this week. If you run a testnet node and haven't upgraded yet, you would need to redownload block-

Peercoin v0.4.0 released. This is a mandatory upgrade release. Upgrade deadline is 
May 4th. Please visit peercointalk forum for more information and instructions: 
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13th April 2014, 0.4 RELEASED, PEERUNITY ANNOUNCED, SUNNY KING CHAT

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=569399.0

13th May 2014, Coinnext Exchange added PPC. Trade PPC/BTC 

coinnext.com/trade/PPC/BTC

 

April 8th 2014 Sunny King said: Peercoin v0.4.0 is now released. This is a mandatory upgrade release, 
upgrade deadline is May 4th, 2014. Please visit peercointalk forum for more information and detailed 
instructions.
 
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2473.0
 
Cheers!

On the 25th April 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin-v0-4-0-upgrade-service-providers/2274 

On the 5th May 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 8th May 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/sunny

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/official

On the 8th May 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peershares-introduction-video/2337 

On the 9th May 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/transcript-of-chat-between-sunny-king-peercoin-daniel-

larimer-bitshares/2347 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin-net-needs-a-revamp-more-community-

involvement/2343 

On the 15th May 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peerunity

Peercoin v0.4 release is now in the upgrade window. Upgrade deadline is May 4th. 

Primecoin is designed to be a powerful network for scientific computing and the first 

to bring such technology to cryptocurrency world. It's expected Primecoin network 

would migrate to GPU mining and ASIC mining just like Bitcoin did. Prime algorithm 

hardwares are important contribution to computation technology in general. We cer-

tainly welcome such development. In the next primecoin release, the proposed v0.2 

protocol would be readied on testnet so mining developers could test against v0.2 

Reminder that Peercoin v0.4 upgrade deadline is May 4th. Please upgrade your 

We are trying to confirm with major service providers about their upgrade schedule/

Reminder that Peercoin v0.4 upgrade deadline is May 4th. Please upgrade your 

peercoin client within the week. It is recommended to upgrade as soon as possi-

. Late upgrade would 

require manual procedure to redownload blockchain, possibly even more manual 

procedures such as wallet repair, key export/import etc. should wallet discrepan-

grade to v0.4, to ensure timely upgrade from the service providers without ser-
vice disruption. If you are a service provider please feel free to post confirmation 

http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?

Due to numerous new service providers emerging in the industry, we feel that 

grade deadline. On May 5th around the protocol switch time, another alert message 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=560778.msg6116535#msg6116535
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2473.0
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2473.0
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2473.0
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2473.0
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2473.0
https://github.com/ppcoin/ppcoin
https://sourceforge.net/projects/ppcoin/files/0.4.0/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/ppcoin/files/0.4.0/
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2473.0
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2473.0
https://coinnext.com/trade/PPC/BTC
https://coinnext.com/trade/PPC/BTC
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2473.0
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2473.0
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2473.0
mailto:sunnyking9999@gmail.com
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2473.0
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2473.0
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2721.0
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2721.0
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June 14th 2014: Finite By Design LLC has a limited batch of 50 PPC Proofs, each 

minted of 1 troy ounce of .999 fine silver. Each proof comes with: 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=101820.msg7305341#msg7305341 

On the 3rd June 2014, https://talk.peercoin.net/t/new-peercoin-video-launch-ideas

-and-procedure/2459 

On the 15th June 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/work

On the 7th June 2014, 
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercointalks

On the 3rd June 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peerunity

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/new

https://github.com/Peerunity/Peerunity/releases/tag/v0.1.0 

On the 23rd May 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercointalks

On the 25th May 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercointalks

If you haven't yet upgraded the client, please do so as soon as possible. Instructions 

v0.3 clients would reach end of support within two weeks. v0.3 clients would fork 

blockchain from the main network (v0.4) in about 20 days. This means nodes that 

continue running v0.3 clients would no longer operate properly with the main net-

If you haven't upgrade peercoin client to v0.4 please do so as soon as possible. 

On the 20th May, SK Update #91: If you haven't upgraded peercoin client to v0.4 
please do so as soon as possible. v0.3 client would be desupported on May 24th, 
and another alert message would be sent to all v0.3 clients to trigger safe mode, to 
prevent unnecessary losses for unaware users. 

On the 27th May 2014, SK Update #92: If you haven't upgraded peercoin client to 
v0.4 please do so as soon as possible. v0.3 client has reached end of support. v0.3 
client shouldn't be used any more, if you continue to use v0.3 it would run on a 
forked blockchain from the main peercoin network..  

main peercoin network. If you haven't yet upgraded, please do so. Upgrade in-

Peercoin's merge with bitcoin v0.8 resumes testing. There should be a separate 

development branch on repository once tests complete to reasonable satisfaction. 

Once the development branch opens, requests would be reviewed for acceptance. 

prime chain at 

block_hash=5119057bae9847731b735e2b21d77239e14c9decc53a6241181f8e9a6be
). This is a result of great strides made in mining market. Primecoin now holds 

). Looking back, when primecoin was launched 
less than a year ago, such record shattering results are simply inconceivable even to 
me. So congratulations to primecoin community, miners and especially miner devel-

I have now opened the development branch of peercoin on the source code re-

pository. Merge with bitcoin v0.8.6 has been done. The development branch is 

for testing purpose only and is not considered stable, so please refrain from us-
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On the 29th June 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/should

On the 24th June 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin-v0-5-under-development-user-can-opt-out-of-

broadcast-checkpoints/2564 

On the 18th June 2014, Peershares released v0.1.0 on Win, Linux, Mac:  https://

talk.peercoin.net/t/peershares-template-demonstration-network-v0-1-0-released-

windows-linux-os-x/2540 

Peerunity v0.1.0 has been released by the peerunity dev team. See announcement 

Based on the consensus of project leaders of the community, I am happy to an-

dev 

dev team is maintenance and development of peercoin 

protocol and reference client implementation. sigmike has been a key member of 

the peershare project and peerunity project, who has also demonstrated exceptional 

There are many more talented developers/contributors in the community project 

teams, so we are continuing to evaluate and seek recommendations. Some of the 

key members are focusing on the respective project currently but could be joining 

dev team at a later date. It's very nice to see the growth of peercoin dev 

Peercoin v0.5 is under development, currently work is being done on the check-

point system. First step, user would be able to opt out enforcement of broadcast 

There are many exciting development on peercoin and primecoin projects, stay 

tuned. Visit our forum and join the community in helping with different develop-

http://finitebydesign.net/
http://finitebydesign.net/?p=23
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercointalks-community-interview-with-sunny-king-4-june-7th-2014/2487
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2473.0
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2473.0
http://primecoin.21stcenturymoneytalk.org/index.php?block_hash=5119057bae9847731b735e2b21d77239e14c9decc53a6241181f8e9a6be5dbdf
http://primecoin.21stcenturymoneytalk.org/index.php?block_hash=5119057bae9847731b735e2b21d77239e14c9decc53a6241181f8e9a6be5dbdf
http://primecoin.21stcenturymoneytalk.org/index.php?block_hash=5119057bae9847731b735e2b21d77239e14c9decc53a6241181f8e9a6be5dbdf
http://primecoin.21stcenturymoneytalk.org/index.php?block_hash=5119057bae9847731b735e2b21d77239e14c9decc53a6241181f8e9a6be5dbdf
http://users.cybercity.dk/~dsl522332/math/simultprime.htm
http://users.cybercity.dk/~dsl522332/math/simultprime.htm
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2934.0
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2934.0
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2902.0
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On the 2nd July 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/top

On the 22nd July 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/the-real-sunny-king-interview-by-lets-talk-bitcoin/2707 

On the 21st July 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 19th July 2014, official Peercoin promo video uploaded to official PPC 

YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7tra0vmparI.  Here is the 

discussion thread: https://talk.peercoin.net/t/the-official-peercoin-video-is-now-

live-please-share-like-retweet-etc/2689 

On the 16th July 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/next

On the 13th July 2014, a video titled “Intro to Peercoin” by Chronos published. It 

was Chronos 2nd video uploaded about PPC. See this thread: https://

talk.peercoin.net/t/38-minute-intro-to-peercoin-video-slides-released-shortcut-urls

-provided/2672 

On the 30th June 2014,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

Peercoin marketing fund is now operational, it's an important step to further market-
ing effort in peercoin community. Proposals can be submitted at the fund's subforum 

Since its establishment, peer4commit has become an important portal for organizing 

Let's give big applause to all the hardwork of the teams and community mem-

whose tireless work we wouldn't be able to claim 5(!) of the simultaneous primes 

), within the 
first year of its running. This is a feat that I couldn't have imagined at the time of 
primecoin's design, when I was still in doubt whether it could break any world record 
or not. One year after primecoin's public debut, the cryptocurrency designers are 

work, or finding ever 
work remains the first 
work designs, that 

The peercoin community video project has made great progress! Check out the pro-

Check out and contribute to many other community projects at our forum and 

On the 21st July 2014, 
whatispeercoin.com

More peercoin news see this week's Newsletter #9: 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=114994.msg7959481#msg7959481

On the 2nd July 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/nubits-com/2605 
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Other events: 

On the 12th March 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin-on-new-website-cryptocoinstats-com/2043 

On the 11th March 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/we-need-feedback-on-phrasing-for-each-of-the-

peercoin-presentation-slides/2035 

On the 18th March 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/all-32-primecoin-logo-files-now-available-for-

download/2069 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/can-somebody-write-up-a-more-descriptive-sticky-

thread-for-peer4commit/2068 

On the 23rd March 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/urgent-urgent-urgent-vircurex-announcement/2086 

On the 30th March 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/fundraiser-peercoin-video-through-peer4commit-

com/2118 

On the 8th April 2014, https://talk.peercoin.net/t/brave-new-coin-has-now-listed-

peercoin/2176 

11th April 2014, Comkort added PPC??? CHECK THIS 

On the 11th April 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/storj-secure-trustless-decentralized-storage-super3s-

project/2198 

On the 6th May 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin-conference-presentation-last-updated-05-28-

14/1760 

On the 31st May 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/all-marketing-tools-now-in-1-place-logo-files-biz-cards-

merchant-badges-etc/2440 

congrats/2543 

https://holytransaction.com/
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?board=66.0
http://peer4commit.com/
https://github.com/primecoin/primecoin/wiki/World-records
https://github.com/primecoin/primecoin/wiki/World-records
http://primerecords.dk/simultprime.htm
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2537.0
http://whatispeercoin.com/
http://whatispeercoin.com/
http://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=3181


I. PPP 

II. PPP 

III. PEERUNITY VERSION 0.1.1 RELEASED ON 11TH OCTOBER 2014 

IV. PPP 

V. PPP 
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22nd JULY 2014

TO 

31st DECEMBER 2014

On the 29th July 2014, SK Update #101: Interview by Let's Talk Bitcoin published at 

http://letstalkbitcoin.com/blog/post/the-real-sunny
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... 

for-

On the 23rd September 2014, NEW PPC BITCOINTALK THREAD CREATED AT     

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=793142.0

On the 27th September 2014, 

ticker-

On the 27th October 2014, 

surpasses

September 13th 2014, BTCTal user 
wallet. 
 
Check it out on Google Play here: 
id=com.matthewmitchell.peercoin_android_wallet
 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=101820.msg8805896#msg8805896

On the 15th September 2014, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/nubits
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... 

On the 23rd September 2014, Nubits launched... 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=20786
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.matthewmitchell.peercoin_android_wallet
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.matthewmitchell.peercoin_android_wallet
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On the 11th October 2014:

https://github.com/Peerunity/Peerunity/releases/tag/v0.1.1
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I. PPP 

II. PPP 

III. PPP 

IV. PPP 

V. PPP 
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1ST JAN 2015

TO 

8TH NOVEMBER 2015
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October 12th 2015 

 

On the 7th November 2015, Peercoin v0.5.0 RC1 has been released for testnet de-

ployment. Note this release is not intended for mainnet and doesn’t yet include the 

hotfix for blockchain fork. It is intended for developers and testing nodes only.  

March 28th 2015:

Official peercoin forums: 
 
Official peercoin reddit: 
 
Peercoin youtube channels:
 
ChronosCrypto: 
 
PeercoinBasics: 
 
Communitychannel: 
 
just some links for those looking into this coin 

https://www.peercointalk.org/
http://www.reddit.com/r/peercoin
https://www.youtube.com/user/ChronosCrypto
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsJo1l8mlZEg8boCiAQeq5A
https://www.youtube.com/user/PeerCoin


I. PEERCOIN BLOCKCHAIN FORKED ON 9TH NOVEMBER 2015 

II. PEERCOIN VERSION 0.4.2 RELEASED ON 8TH DECEMBER 2015 

III. PEERCOIN VERSION 0.5.2 RELEASED ON 5TH MARCH 2016 

IV. PEERCOIN VERSION 0.5.3 RELEASED ON 21ST MARCH 2016 

V. PPC BLOCKCHAIN SWITCHED TO V0.5.0 ON 26TH APRIL 2016 
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Switch to Peercoin Version 0.5 Protocol 

91 

9th NOV 2015

To 

6th MAY 2016

On the 12th November SK Update #168 CHP 12 BEGINS:

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/weekly

On the 9th Nov 2015, 

Unexpectedly, the Peercoin blockchain suffered a fork issue on the 9th November 

2015.  Sunny King described what happened in his weekly update to the community 

by saying: 

“Many peercoin users have experienced ‘invalid checkpoint error’ in the last couple days, 
this is due to an attack on the network based on an exploit of an openssl library cross -

platform issue. It caused peercoin blockchain to fork into two chains, one on v0.4.0 linux 64 
bit, one on v0.4.0 linux 32 bit and windows.” 

On the following day, for effected users, a hot fix v0.4.1ppc.rc1 was released. Users 

using v0.4.0 linux 64 bit official build is not affected. Users using v0.4.0 linux 32 bit 

or Windows client is recommended to upgrade to v0.4.1 RC1 or wait for v0.4.1 final 

release, transactions should generally be avoided before upgrade is performed. 

Peerunity has also released corresponding hot fix for 32 bit nodes. 
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Sunny King and the Peercoin team highly praised community members who responded to the blockchain issues at 

the earliest possible time.  Some helped with debugging thereafter.  In particular, Sigmike was applauded for his 

dedication to solve the issue and provide the hot fix v0.4.1ppc.rc1 to the network.  

On the 11th November 2015, Github user brossi submitted version 0.1.3-RC1 Peerunity client release. The one 

about the preventing future malformed DER signature network forking.  

As stated by Sunny King in a recent update, the Peercoin testnet protocol switched to version 0.5 on the 16th No-

vember 2015.  Testnet users were encouraged to report any issues/bugs on the official Peercoin forum (URL).  

After several weeks of code development and testing, PPC v0.4.2 was released on the 8th December 2015.  Users 

bit linux builds of v0.4.0 are not impacted. This is a maintenance release, users who were impacted by 

the blockchain fork event of last month are recommended to upgrade. In his last update of 2015 (#175), Sunny 

Peercoin v0.5.0 RC2 should be ready by next week. Meanwhile, wish everyone in the community and 

:)” 

On the 3rd January 2016, Peercoin still ranked on www.coinmarketcap.com as one of the top ten cryptocurrencies 

(not in early March 2016) in terms of market capitalisation.  What follows is a table of the top ten on this day: 

https://github.com/Peerunity/Peerunity/releases/tag/v0.1.3

Peercoin v0.4.2 Release 

Peercoin v0.4.2 official builds (windows and linux):
http://sourceforge.net/projects/ppcoin/files/0.4.2/ 

v0.4.2 is now the current stable release for peercoin. This is a maintenance release, users who were 

impacted by the blockchain fork issue of last month are recommended to upgrade to this release.

Upgrade instructions:

1. Backup wallet using menu option or rpc command backupwallet. Note down your balance/stake 

amount.

2. Shutdown peercoin v0.4.1 RC1 (or v0.4.0)

3. Uninstall peercoin v0.4.1 RC1 (or v0.4.0)

4. Setup/unpack peercoin v0.4.2.

5. Start peercoin v0.4.2

6. Verify the release version is now 

 Ticker 

 

Market Cap 

US$ 

Price 

US$ 

Volume 

US$ 

Bitcoin BTC    

Ripple XRP    

Litecoin LTC    

Ethereum ETH    

Dash DASH    

Dogecoin DOGE    

Peercoin PPC    

BitShares BTS    

Stellar XLM    

Nxt NXT    
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On the 28th January 2016, Sunny King said: “Peercoin v0.5.1 is under preparation, 

the release is expected to be ready once the RC2 testnet run is considered stable.” 

On 4th Feb 2016, Peercoin 0.5.1 is under preparation this week. 

On the 11th Feb 2016, Sunny King in Update #181 said: “Peercoin v0.5.1 still under 

final testing. Expect release late February. This is a mandatory upgrade release, so 

once annouced, users should have at least several weeks time window to upgrade 

their client wallets.” 

Block #222,475(Reward 68.54 PPC) February 20th 2016 at 06:31:16 UTC 

On the 20th Feb 2016, the number of PPC generated to date just passed 23,000,000 

at block https://chainz.cryptoid.info/ppc/block.dws?222475.htm extracted by 

Ecoining  https://talk.peercoin.net/t/23-million-peercoins-now-in-circulation/3774 

On the 14th January 2016, PPC v0.5.1ppc.rc2 was released (linux and windows 

builds ready).  This release includes the v0.4.2 patch so should work with current 

mainnet. Please note release candidates are only intended for developers and 

testing on testnet. On 14th Jan 2016, Sunny King Update #177 https://

talk.peercoin.net/t/weekly-update-177/3744 

ARTICLE ON 16TH JANUARY 2016

https://cointelegraph.com/news/peercoin

PPC CRYPTSY TRADING CEASED IN JAN 2016???

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin-v0-4-2-release/3720
http://sourceforge.net/projects/ppcoin/files/0.4.2/
https://chainz.cryptoid.info/ppc/extraction.dws?2.htm
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On the 24th March 2016, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 31st March 2016, Sentinelrv posted:

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/newsletter

On the 11th April 2016, peerchemist posted:

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/community

On the 31st March 2016, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/outdated

Due to considerations for other wallet services and infrastructure service providers, 

the upgrade deadline for PPC v0.5 was extended (on 2nd March) from the initial 

tentative date 4th April 2016 to 25th April 2016 (three weeks later). 

On the 5th March 2016, Peercoin version 0.5.2 was released.  A mandatory for us-

ers using v0.4.2 before the 25th April 2016. Users who tried the v0.5.1.rc2 must 

upgrade before March 14th when its support ends. PPC v0.4.2 support ends on 

25th April 2016.  

Five days later, the all time high 2016 Peercoin market capitalisation was attained 

at… (10th March 2016) 

On the 8th March 2016:

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 21st March 2016, Peercoin version 0.5.3 was released.  This is a bug fix re-

lease with hot fix of the Qt transaction amount display bug in v0.5.2. Users of Qt 

clients are required to upgrade. v0.4.2 upgrade deadline is still Monday April 25. 

Peerunity new version that’s compatible with peercoin v0.5.3 was released on 26th 

march 2016. https://github.com/Peerunity/Peerunity/releases/tag/v0.2.0 

On the 31st March 2016, Brand Manager Sentinelrv posted the following on the 

official Peercoin Forum:  

“Now that Peerunity supports v0.5, we are ready to send out a mass newsletter using the 
forum email list and the one people sign up for on Peercoin.net. Besides mentioning the 

mandatory upgrades that people need to make, what other news items should we include 
in the newsletter?” 
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Other events: 

• On the 1st April 2016, Peerbox v0.5 released.  

• Approx 7th April, peerchemist posted a white paper on simple asset for com-

munity review, welcome to comments 

• On the 27th April 2016, Peerunity v0.2.1 released https://github.com/

Peerunity/Peerunity/releases/tag/v0.2.1 There was a blockchain fork inci-

dent on peercoin network due to a bug in peerunity client. Impact is limited 

to peerunity clients. Kudos to Matthew for quickly providing the fix and 

peerunity team for quickly providing hot fix release 

• On the 6th May 2016, Peerunity v0.2.2 released https://github.com/

Peerunity/Peerunity/releases/tag/v0.2.2 LAST EVER PEERUNITY RELEASE! 

• On the 6th May 2016, PeerAssets Whitepaper released on Github. 

week, which is similar in nature to the incident of November 2015, impacting all 

peerunity should release hot fix within a couple days, check peercointalk forum 

Kudos to sigmike and other community members, peercoin hot fix release 0.5.4 and peerunity hot fix 
release 0.2.2 have been released. Users who have been impacted by the recent 32
dent should upgrade. 

Peercoin 0.5.3 64

On the 5th May 2016, Sunny King posted:
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/incident

On the 8th May 2016, Sunny King posted:
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 14th January 2016:

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/ann

On the 31st January 2016:

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/the

On the 20th Febraury 2016:

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/ann

On the 13th April 2016, list of current PPC exchanges:

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/beginners

On the 19th April 2016,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/reddit

On the 27th April 2016,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/incident

On the 26th April 2016, SentinelRV posted 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 26th April 2016, the protocol switch occurred at 19:46:40 UTC (see Senti-

nelrv newsletter to the right for further information).  

http://peercoin.net/
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin-newsletter-v0-5-protocol-switch-imminent/3870


I. PEERCOIN VERSION 0.6 DEVELOPMENT BEGAN 

II. PEERCOIN TEAM INTERVIEWED BY COINDESK ON 14TH JULY 2016 

III. PEERCOIN 4TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATED ON 19TH AUGUST 2016 

IV. PEERCOIN LOGO REBRANDED AND MODERNISED 

V. PEERCOIN TWITTER FOLLOWERS SURPASSED 5,000 
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7th MAY 2016

To 

31ST DEC 2016

After the successful switch to the Peercoin version 0.5 protocol, the developers 

wasted no time to shift their attention to version 0.6.  Development underway in 

early June 2016… 

In v0.6 users can choose to disable checkpoint enforcement. In this mode, the node 

does not automatically reorganize to the blockchain fork where the checkpoint re-

sides. Instead, it shows a warning message that checkpoint is on a different block-

chain fork.[/li][/ul] https://talk.peercoin.net/t/weekly-update-199/3946 

On the 3rd June 2016, hrobeers is working on a browser based client called 

‘PeerKeeper’ with support of PeerAssets. Peercoin v0.6 is under development. 

On the 10th June 2016, hrobeers PeerKeeper project was getting into full swing.  

On the 26th May 2016, Sunny King said in Update #196: 

development resumes next week.
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On the 14th June 2016, an exchange called SouthXchange initiated PPC trading. 

Currently there are two trading pairs, PPC/BTC and PPC/DASH on there http://

southxchange.com https://twitter.com/southxchange/status/742774139010883584 

On the 23rd June 2016, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/radio

On the 27th June 2016, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/statistics

 

On the 4th July 2016, Sentinelrv has reorganized peercointalk forum, there is now a 

new project development board now.  https://talk.peercoin.net/t/forum-

reorganization-new-project-development-board/3968 
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Peercoin Rebranded 

We did a great interview as a team with CoinDesk this week. 

peerchemist announced a chat service for the community (IN Sunny King Update 
On the 8th August 2016, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/coindesk

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

(congratulations!). As expected peercoin
rently peercoin
ing.[/li]
[li]There is a discussion regarding merge mining (
am still of the opinion that merge mining does not provide any security benefit to peercoin as peercoin
security is pure proof
maintenance overhead.[/li][/ul]
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/weekly

On the 14th July 2016, peerchemist posted:

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/new

On the 9th July 2016, Bitcoin block reward had a second halving event at block 

420,000. Reward reduced from 25 BTC per block to 12.5 BTC…https://

blockexplorer.com/

block/000000000000000002cce816c0ab2c5c269cb081896b7dcb34b8422d6b74ffa1 

-

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/coindesk-article-how-peercoin-got-a-boost-from-bitcoins-halving/4008
https://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=4655.0
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/coindesk-interview-with-sunny-king-peercoin-team-july-14-2016/4017
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4TH ANNIVERSARY OF PEERCOIN… 

The peercoin community had great birthday events at beyondbitcoin on 19th! 

hrobeers gave the main talk and then we had a pretty extended party afterwards. 

It’s been great fun :) Sentinelrv’s newsletter for the 4th birthday of peercoin. Enjoy 

ppcman’s picture contest for the anniversary https://talk.peercoin.net/t/weekly-

update-207/4022 

PPC blockchain became 4 years old at block number 253,728 extracted by Proof of 

Stake (see below) 

Block #253,728 (Reward 2.59 PPC) August 19th 2016 2016 at 18:23:11 UTC  

Here is the audio of hrobeers
soundcloud.com/beyond
ico-grc

Audio link to the birthday party: 

On the 9th September 2016, Sunny King Update #209 [li]I was asked about the status of cold minting 
feature, it is currently on
ported long term. Yes we are aware of the concerns of large stake holders, so it is still on the plate. 
Sigmike recently gave a good summary of the feature: 
topic=2783.msg43933#msg43933[/li]

On the 6th August 2016,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 13th August 2016,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 13th August 2016,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/if

On the 18th August 2016,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/confirmed

On the 19th August 2016,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/raw

On the 19th August 2016,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 27th August 2016,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 28th August 2016, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 28th August 2016,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/scam

On the 29th August 2016,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/please

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/check-
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Peercoin Rebranded 

On the 20th September 2016, Sunny King Update #210 [ul][li]Long
has acquired domain 
[li]Superppc is also the original author of this peercoin video: 
v=TjL2AgCQDJ0[/li]
[li]As members of the peercoin community, let
great effort and generosity![/li]
[li]peercoin.chat has been upgraded, existing users need to re
ul] 

On the 11th October 2016, Sunny King Update #212: [li]New peercoin logo set announced by Senti-
nelrv: 
[li]New look at 
[li]Updated theme at peercoin.chat, now a busy place for developers and community members![/li][/
ul] 

org/4035 

 

s Logo!  

 

funds/4082 

On the 8th September 2016, rebranding and modernisation of Peercoin’s logo and 

theme began... 

https://chainz.cryptoid.info/ppc/extraction.dws?0.htm
https://chainz.cryptoid.info/ppc/extraction.dws?0.htm
https://soundcloud.com/beyond-bitcoin-hangouts/e169-beyond-bitcoin-dollarvigilante-talks-steem-blockpay-ico-grc-hangouts-steem-billboard-campaign%5B/li%5D
https://soundcloud.com/beyond-bitcoin-hangouts/e169-beyond-bitcoin-dollarvigilante-talks-steem-blockpay-ico-grc-hangouts-steem-billboard-campaign%5B/li%5D
https://soundcloud.com/beyond-bitcoin-hangouts/e169-beyond-bitcoin-dollarvigilante-talks-steem-blockpay-ico-grc-hangouts-steem-billboard-campaign%5B/li%5D
https://soundcloud.com/beyond-bitcoin-hangouts/peercoinbirthday%5B/li%5D%5B/ul%5D
https://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2783.msg43933#msg43933%5B/li%5D
https://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=2783.msg43933#msg43933%5B/li%5D
http://peercoin.org/
https://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=4735.0%5B/li%5D
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TjL2AgCQDJ0%5B/li%5D
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TjL2AgCQDJ0%5B/li%5D
https://www.peercointalk.org/index.php?topic=4750.0%5B/li%5D
http://peercoin.net/
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/voting-results-posted-rebranding-modernizing-peercoins-logo/4044
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Peercoin Rebranded 

On the 12th October 2016, nagalim compiled a list of 10 current peercoin projects: 
www.reddit.com/r/peercoin/comments/5722yj/10_current_peer_projects/?
st=iukpbc3z&sh=f36c70ab

Last FOUR Sunny King Updates:

Nov 5th #214 

Nov 17th #215 

Jan 9th #216 

Jan 9th #217 

Peercoin new logo theme voting closed on 14th September 2016 

Votes very disclosed officially on the 16th September 2016... 
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Peercoin Rebranded 

Other events: 

• In May 2016, peerchemist published a much expanded version of the 

PeerAsset paper… It was later translated into Chinese… 

• On the 8th June 2016, peerchemist announced Peerbet on the official Peer-

coin forum https://talk.peercoin.net/t/ann-peerbet/3932. It was a private 

project by peerchemist and hrobeers (coded in one afternoon!!!)  

• On the 6th July 2016, Sunny King was interviewed by Ying-Ying from Crypto 

Capitalism Center https://talk.peercoin.net/t/sunny-king-interviewed-by-

crypto-capitalism-center-july-06-2016/3980 

• On the 6th August 2016, peerchemist posted: https://talk.peercoin.net/t/

ann-peercoin-chat/4007 

• On the 30th August 2016, hrobeers posted: https://talk.peercoin.net/t/im-

ditching-peer4commit-please-read-why-i-hope-you-understand/4032 

• On the 7th December 2016, the number of people following the official Peer-

coin Twitter account surpassed 5,000 for the first time.   

On the 27th May 2016

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/minting

On the 11th August 2016

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

https://www.reddit.com/r/peercoin/comments/5722yj/10_current_peer_projects/?st=iukpbc3z&sh=f36c70ab%5B/li%5D
https://www.reddit.com/r/peercoin/comments/5722yj/10_current_peer_projects/?st=iukpbc3z&sh=f36c70ab%5B/li%5D
https://www.reddit.com/r/peercoin/comments/5722yj/10_current_peer_projects/?st=iukpbc3z&sh=f36c70ab%5B/li%5D


I. REVAMPED PEERCOIN FORUM CREATED ON 9TH JANUARY 2017 

II. FIRST RFC PROTOCOL IMPROVEMENT PROPOSAL SUBMITTED 

III. PPP 

IV. PEERCHEMIST BECAME PROJECT LEADER ON ... 

V. ONE PPC HIGHEST EVER FOR OVER 2.5 YEARS!!! 
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1ST JAN 2017

To 

26TH APRIL 2017

On the 9th January 2017, peerchemist posted,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 9th January 2017, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/rfc

Peerchemist, who had recently joined the core Peercoin dev team with hrobeers, 

announced in the New Year 2017 that Peercoin projects now uses RFC format for 

protocol improvement proposals.   On the 4th January 2017, the first RFC was sub-

mitted to the relevant Github called RFC-0001  https://github.com/peercoin/rfcs/

blob/master/text/0001-exponential-pos-target-for-block-time-stabilization/0001-

exponential-pos-target-for-block-time-stabilization.md 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/rfc-0001-stabilizing-pos-block-spacing/4117
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin-projects-now-uses-rfc-format-for-protocol-improvement-proposals/4120
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin-projects-now-uses-rfc-format-for-protocol-improvement-proposals/4120
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On the 17th January 2017,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/social

On the 30th January 2017, Sentinelrv posted,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/change

 

On the 9th January 2017, Brand Manager Sentinelrv said new Peercoin forum now 

live in beta https://talk.peercoin.net/t/welcome-to-the-new-peercointalk-account-

reactivation-for-existing-members-issue-reporting/4116/2 

On the 14th January 2017, https://talk.peercoin.net registrations now open... 
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New Peercoin Talk Forum 

On the 6th February 2017, Sentinelrv posted,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/community

updates/4229

On the 14th Febraury 2017, peerchemist posted,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/we

 

First PPC team UPDATE #1 ON 10TH FEBRUARY 2017 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/update-1-first-team-update-new-moderators-

developments-and-peerassets-interview/4240 
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On the 5th April 2017, peerchemist announced by team as becoming Project Lead-

er… https://talk.peercoin.net/t/update-3-core-dev-team-unanimously-votes-in-

peerassets-architect-as-peercoins-new-project-leader-pow-difficulty-spikes-4x-in-

one-month-to-2-billion/4484 

On the 5th April 2017, the total number of PPC units of account generated to date 

surpassed 24,000,000   https://chainz.cryptoid.info/ppc/block.dws?294525.htm 

Block #294,525 (Reward 46.73 PPC) April 5th 2017 at 12:12:58 UTC 

On the 2nd March 2017, Sentinelrv said,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/make

On the 5th March 2017,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 6th March 2017, Sentinelrv posted,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/feedback

On the 28th March 2017,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/github

On the 2nd April 2017,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/why
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On the 26th April 2017, 

price

On the 16th January 2017, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/pa

On the 17th April 2017, 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/pa

On the 5th February 2017, Sentinelrv posted:

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/fundraising

Other events: 

• On the 3rd April 2017, https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoins-twitter-

surpasses-6-000-followers-439-in-the-past-month-alone/4473 

• J 

• J 

• J 

•  

On the 26th April 2017, a milestone in terms of the price of each PPC unit of ac-

count was set.  One PPC surpassed US$1 for the first time since 10th July 2015, but 

reached its highest recorded figure (US$1.25) since the high recorded at US$1.27 on 

the 24th September 2014.   

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/pa-rfc-0003-peerassets-alias-proof-of-identity-protocol/4145
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/pa-rfc-0005-peerassets-on-chain-voting-protocol-specification/4564


I. PPC BREAKS THROUGH US$2 ON 4TH MAY 2017 

II. RFC-0004 SUBMITTED ON 17TH MAY 2017 

III. PPC TWITTER REACHED 10,000 FOLLOWERS ON 25TH JUNE 2017 

IV. HITBTC EXCHANGE INITIATED PPC TRADING ON 17TH AUGUST 2017 

V. AN UPDATE ON THE UPCOMING PEERCOIN V0.6 RELEASE 
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27th APR 2017

To 

5TH OCTOBER 2017

27TH APRIL 2017 

updated
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On the 29th April 2017,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 3rd May 2017,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/serious

On the 10th May 2017,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/future

On the 19th May 2017,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/rfc

On the 25th May 2017,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 19th June 2017,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peerunity

On the 20th June 2017, ppcman posted,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/good

On the 20th June 2017,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/updated

peercoin

pm-me/5199

On the 21st June 2017,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 25th June 2017, Sentinelrv posted,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 26th June 2017, Where is Sunny King?

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/whatever

On the 30th June 2017,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

news-

On the 10th July 2017,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/position

interface

On the 11th July 2017,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 25th May 2017, PPC Forum user wu20062006 said where is Sunny King.  On 

same day, Sentinelrv said: “@Sunny_King has not gone anywhere. In fact he was 

just online about 12 hours ago according to his profile page. Since the Peercoin 

Team has taken over his job of releasing official updates 4, he hasn’t posted in pub-

lic. I’m not exactly sure why, but there is no reason to worry. Sunny keeps in regular 

contact with the main team. Just last weekend we had a development meeting 

about the roadmap for v0.6. His last post before signing off for the day was this…” 
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... 

On the 5th August 2017,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 19th August 2017, Sentinelrv posted,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/today

stability

On the 25th August 2017,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

On the 11th September 2017,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/need

On the 18th September 2017,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/pa

https://talk.peercoin.net/u/sunny_king
https://talk.peercoin.net/u/sunny_king/summary
https://talk.peercoin.net/c/general/official-updates
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Other events: 

• P 

• P 

• P 

• P 

• P 

• P 

• P 

AN UPDATE ON THE VERSION 0.6 RELEASE... 



I. PEERCOIN PUBLIC TESTING BEGAN ON 7TH OCTOBER 2017 

II. PEERCOIN VERSION 0.6.0 RELEASED ON 25TH OCTOBER 2017 

III. PEERCOIN VERSION 0.6.1 RELEASED ON 7TH NOVEMBER 2017 

IV. PEERCOIN 2018-2020 ROADMAP PUBLISHED 

V. PEERCOIN V0.6 SOFT FORK ACTIVATED ON 20TH DECEMBER 2017 
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Peercoin Version 0.6.0 Sot Fork 
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7TH OCT 2017 

6th OCT 2017

To 

21st DEC 2017

Peercoin version 0.6 release candidate release (v0.6.0ppc.rc1) made available on 

Peercoin Github on 6th October 2017.  Project Leader Peerchemist announced that 

v0.6 public testing had begun,  He posted the following: 

Please note that experience with compiling and operating a Peercoin node in developer-like 
environment is required to participate in this test. To assist the developers with testing you 

must know how to compile the Peercoin source-code and submit logs if you experience 
some problems. 

With this public testing we’ll make the testnet switch to v0.6 protocol and learn if 
the branch is ready for deployment to mainnet. If you have no testnet coins, post 
your testnet address bellow and some will be sent to you.  

On the 19th Oct 2017, #peercoin v0.6 rc2 is out, please join the testnet. https://
twitter.com/peerchemist/status/921125525741096960 

On the 12th October 2017, 

-been

https://twitter.com/hashtag/peercoin?src=hash
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Peercoin Version 0.6.0 Soft Fork 

On the 26th October 2017, v0.6.0ppc: Peercoin release v0.6.0 https://github.com/

peercoin/peercoin/releases/tag/v0.6.0ppc 

https://medium.com/peercoin/peercoin-v0-6-release-2831fb4394ad 

 

PPC FORUM UPDATE #7 Hey guys, after a long wait, Peercoin v0.6 is finally here. This 
is the first release from Peercoin
coin being developed solely by its founder Sunny King. 
blockchain redownload

Installation Instructions

Installation instructions and a summary of what has changed in this version are provided 
in the following Medium article. Peerunity is no longer being supported, and the article be-
low explains the upgrade process

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/
blockchain

signature/6478 

-

been-
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Peercoin Version 0.6.0 Soft Fork 

PPC v0.6 Release continued (use 26th Oct 2017 Medium article) 

The community was made aware that the v0.6 soft hard will activate once 90% of 

the last PoS blocks come from v0.6 client… 

4th Nov 2017, v0.6.1ppc.rc1 pre-release came out... 

7th Nov 2017, v0.6.1 released... 

On the 20th November 2017, UPDATE #8 https://talk.peercoin.net/t/update-8-a-

path-to-cold-minting-a-way-for-proof-of-stake-blocks-to-be-securely-minted-offline

-from-cold-storage-expanding-the-participation-of-minters-increasing-network-

security/6465/2 

https://github.com/peercoin/peercoin/releases/tag/v0.6.0ppc
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Peercoin Version 0.6.0 Soft Fork 

26th –29th Nov 2017—surge in PPC price above US$4 for first time since...FEB 2014 

 Low 

US$ 

Open 

US$ 

Close 

US$ 

High 

US$ 

Volume 

US$ 

Market Cap 

US$ 

26th Nov 2017 1.88 1.97 1.91 1.99 635,862 46,668,938 

27th Nov 2017 1.82 1.89 2.13 2.18 2,133,480 52,099,783 

28th Nov 2017 2.10 2.14 2.41 2.53 2,234,600 58,879,390 

29th Nov 2017 2.39 2.39 3.21 4.43 16,859,100 78,636,148 
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Peercoin Version 0.6.0 Soft Fork 

During November/DEC 2018, threshold milestone 

www.peercoinexplorer.net/

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

https://www.peercoinexplorer.net/forkwatch/ Other events:

• 



I. ALL TIME HIGH 2017 PPC MARKET CAPITALISATION ATTAINED 

II. ALL TIME HIGH 2018 PPC MARKET CAPITALISATION ATTAINED 

III. UPDATE #11 

IV. UPDATE #12 

V. PEERCOIN DEVS LIVESTREAM 
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Peercoin Foundation Established 

63 

After surpassing the value US$100,000,000 again, the PPC Market cap continued to 

ascend to all time yearly highs… One PPC unit of account attained highest 2017 

price on 18th December 2017 at US$6.83.  At this peak, PPC MC was 

US$167,581,295, one PPC BTC Sat at 36,443 and 24h vol at US$6,820,450 

Other cryptocurrencies were also experiencing bull run territory during 2017.  On 

the 18th December 2018, Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, Dogecoin and Peercoin had 

reached the following prices: 

22ND DEC 2017

To 

30th MARCH 2018
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Peercoin Market Capitalisation Surge 

On the 22nd December 2017, livecoin,net... On the 23rd December 2017,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/merry

On the 3rd January 2018,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/updating

On the 11th January 2018,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/modifying

-blockchain

On the 16th January 2018,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/daily

On the 22nd January 2018,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/v0

On the 24th January 2018,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/ann

On the 12th March 2018,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/bitfalls

vranjicic

On the 29th March 2018,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/march

peercoin
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Peercoin Market Capitalisation Surge 

On the 13th Feb 2018, https://talk.peercoin.net/t/update-11-modern-peercoin-

paper-wallet-address-generator-released/7445 

Jan 17th 2018 
opment on top of the Peercoin chain is Indicium. Check the website here: 

Feb 13th 2018 
team.
 
Announcement:
generator
Generator Link:

Feb 20th 2018 
progress update on all the developments that have taken place over the past eight months...
 
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/progress

Feb 28th 2018 
web team to develop it. I

We are going with Discord instead of Slack. Dash community originally used Slack but were forced to 
move to Discord because it was setup for business use and not community management. Discord also 
supports voice chat. It has been setup for a couple months, but I have had little time to get familiar 
with it, which is why there has been no official announcement yet.

March 20th 2018 
v0.6.2. When there is something new to report then I always post it here. Also the new website is not 
going to be shown until it's finished and ready to release. It is making real progress now, but it proba-
bly won't be finished within the next month or two. We understand it's urgently needed, but rushing it 
is not going to help us, so please let us take the time to do it right.

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=109160
https://indiciumfund.com/
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=109160
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/update-11-modern-peercoin-paper-wallet-address-generator-released/7445
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/update-11-modern-peercoin-paper-wallet-address-generator-released/7445
https://paperwallet.peercoin.net/
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=109160
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/progress-update/7469
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=109160
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=109160
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Peercoin Market Capitalisation Surge 

On the 11th March 2018, https://talk.peercoin.net/t/update-12-peercoin-v0-6-2-

released/7568 

On the 29th March 2018, LIVESTREAM PPC DEVS 12:00 AM UTC 
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Peercoin Market Capitalisation Surge 

March 30th 12:00 AM UTC (8:00 PM EST) several members of the Peercoin Team (@Peerchemist 
@Saeveritt @Jwil) and Litecoin community manager/Indicium investor @ecurrencyhodler will be hold-
ing a livestream discussion on the current state of the crypto space. Feel free to drop by and ask ques-
tions! You can watch here: 
 
https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/converter.html?iso=20180330T000000&p1=104&p2=1440

http://www.twitch.tv/jwilstreams
https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/converter.html?iso=20180330T000000&p1=104&p2=1440


I. PEERCOIN DISCORD CHANNEL CREATED ON 3RD APRIL 2018 

II. PEERCOIN VERSION 0.6.3 RELEASED ON 23RD APRIL 2018 

III. PEERCOIN FOUNDATION ESTABLISHED IN THE NETHERLANDS 

IV. CCC 

V. CCC 
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Peercoin Foundation Established 

63 

To help expand Peercoin’s reach and increase adoption/community, Brand Manag-

er Sentinelrv announced that a PPC Discord channel had been created...https://

talk.peercoin.net/t/announcing-peercoins-new-discord-channel/7673  https://

talk.peercoin.net/t/announcing-peercoins-new-discord-channel/7673/2 

1ST APRIL 2018

To 

16th JUNE 2018

https://talk.peercoin.net/u/Sentinelrv
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Peercoin Foundation Established 

On the 23rd April 2018, PPC version 0.6.3 was released… (previous release was 
v0.6.2 released 11/03/2018).  https://github.com/peercoin/peercoin/releases/tag/
v0.6.3ppc Changelog: 

• improved gnu/linux desktop integration, 

• minor bugfixes. 
 

Also on the 23rd April 2018, Frei Exchange added support for PPC... 

On the 8th May 2018, announcement/update #14: The #Peercoin Team Partners 

with #StakeBox (A Pi Supply Brand) to deliver a secure StakeBox for minting peer-

coins. Official announcement: talk.peercoin.net/t/update-14-th… Pre-order your 

Peercoin StakeBox today! https://talk.peercoin.net/t/update-14-the-peercoin-team

-partners-with-stakebox-a-pi-supply-brand-to-deliver-a-secure-stakebox-for-

minting-peercoins-pre-order-today/7807/2 

Also, chance to win a PPC StakeBox... 

Apr 3rd 2018 
chat are supported. Join today at the link below!
 
Announcement: 
Invite Link: 

May 8th 2018 
Box. StakeBox is a brand by Pi Supply, which is a world leading distributor of Raspberry Pi mini comput-
ers. For the past 3 months, we have been working together to develop a secure Staking Box for minting 
your peercoins.
 
Official announcement
 
Peercoin payments are accepted. The Peercoin StakeBox is available for pre
 
https://www.stakebox.org/products/peercoin

May 16th 2018  
opened discussion on all seven of our active RFCs. Feel free to contribute during the review process. 
You can find the open discussion threads on GitHub here...
 
https://github.com/peercoin/rfcs/issues

support/7678 

-

-we-

mining

does-

newsletter/7893 
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On the 14th May 2018, the Peercoin Foundation was established… 

https://peercoin.net/foundation 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/update-15-the-peercoin-foundation-is-now-open-for-

business/7826 

May 22nd 2018 PPC Forum thread: 

allocate

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23Peercoin
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23StakeBox
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/update-14-the-peercoin-team-partners-with-stakebox-a-pi-supply-brand-to-deliver-a-secure-stakebox-for-minting-peercoins-pre-order-today/7807
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=109160
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/announcing-peercoins-new-discord-channel/7673
https://discord.gg/m294ReV
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=109160
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/update-14-the-peercoin-team-partners-with-stakebox-a-pi-supply-brand-to-deliver-a-secure-stakebox-for-minting-peercoins-pre-order-today/7807
https://www.stakebox.org/products/peercoin-stakebox
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=109160
https://github.com/peercoin/rfcs/issues
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Other events: 

• g]g 

• g 

• g 

• g 

• g 

• g 

May 28th 2018 
them to reconsent to be emailed due to the GDPR regulation in the EU. If you wish to continue receiv-
ing mail from Peercoin then make sure to fill out the form. You can find the email below as well as the 
new form to subscribe to the Peercoin newsletter.
 
It has been rare for us to send out newsletters, but we're planning on making more use of this to keep 
the community informed of the latest news. To help you understand what kind of value you may be 
missing out on in the future by not reconfirming, we have compiled a list of important news items over 
the past 6 months. If you are interested in continuing to receive newsletters with content like this, 
then please reconfirm.
 
- Reconsent Email: 
subscription
 
- Subscribe Here: 
u=654917bb4b69bbc6d026587a9&id=222c7e0877

June 10th 2018 
scription of Peercoin. It starts from the very beginning, the distributed public ledger, what a blockchain 
is, its main purpose and benefits, PoW vs PoS, Peercoin's development philosophy, our specific me-
chanics and economics, such as the hybrid protocol, destruction of transaction fees, etc... It is basically 
a guide from start to finish that fully details the main points of Peercoin, something we lack right now 
on the current website. This content takes a long time to form. Once it's done it will need to be re-
viewed and edited by the team and then we will have graphics created to visualize different parts of 
the text to make it easier to understand.

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=109160
https://mailchi.mp/7914e482d4a1/please-reconfirm-your-peercoin-newsletter-subscription-plus-peercoin-foundation-news
https://mailchi.mp/7914e482d4a1/please-reconfirm-your-peercoin-newsletter-subscription-plus-peercoin-foundation-news
https://peercoin.us9.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=654917bb4b69bbc6d026587a9&id=222c7e0877
https://peercoin.us9.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=654917bb4b69bbc6d026587a9&id=222c7e0877
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=109160


I. CCC 

II. PEERCOIN VERSION 0.6.4 WAS RELEASED ON 5TH SEPTEMBER 2018 

III. TWO DEVELOPERS AND A COMMUNITY MANAGER WERE HIRED 

IV. CCC 

V. BOTH RFC-0007 AND RFC-0008 ACCEPTED ON 5TH NOVEMBER 2018 
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17TH JUNE 2018

To 

7th NOV 2018

July 4th 2018 
are speaking about things you don
rent level of activity in the team.
 
Second, d5000 is correct. Peercoin had little development for several years. Some of you are complete-
ly underestimating the amount of time it takes to update Peercoin to where it needs to be. We are 
currently making great progress and the recent foundation has helped speed certain things up. We are 
currently in a bear market, so this is the perfect time to get important work done to be ready for when 
market sentiment changes again.

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=109160
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August 20th The #Peercoin team has been so busy working that our 6th anniversary 

flew by unnoticed. Happy belated birthday to the longest running #proofofstake 

blockchain, $PPC! 

Block number 382,333 marked the time at which the PPC blockchain had been op-

erational for just over 6 years! 

Block #382,333(Reward 0.06 PPC) August 19th 2018 at 18:25:13 UTC 

On the 5th September 2018, PPC version 0.6.4 was released...https://

talk.peercoin.net/t/update-17-peercoin-release-0-6-4/8520 

July 17th 2018 
it’s finished
 
Also, I wouldn
explained the following points numerous times...
 
- A miner tax results in increased inflation of the supply due to the dynamic PoW block reward.
- The Peercoin Foundation already has enough money to do what it needs to do. More doesn
- A web team is already hired, however content can only be done by volunteers on the team with ex-
pertise.
- Proper marketing first needs something to market, such as the incomplete items mentioned by 
d5000.
- Being a 
- There is a very limited pool of developers with the necessary experience to choose from that can 
help.
 
It would be most helpful if he stops fighting with the team and accept the reality of the above points.

July 25th 2018 PEERCOIN 06
bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=101820.msg42838289#msg42838289

 

July 26th 2018 
when

protocol/8082 

project

feedback/8549 

regulation/8615 
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On the 23rd September 2018, the Peercoin Foundation had its first official board 

meeting.  It was chaired/moderated meeting by @nagalim and @Sentinelrv took 

minutes as secretary. It was discussed that @solled would take on the role as treas-

urer going forward, but without an official description of the role. Since 

@Sentinelrv was appointed secretary, I will be relaying to the community what took 

place during the meeting. 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/update

community

25TH SEPT 2018 UPDATE #19

Foundation Hires Core Developer

@EvgenijM86
working for months now on Peercoin
support for the SegWit protocol extension and the Lightning Network and other second 
layer solutions down the road. This was decided on previously after a team vote was held 
in which a supermajority voiced their support for modernizing Peercoin
SegWit. Bitcoin originally performed their upgrade to SegWit as a soft fork, however as we 
get closer to completion we will instead be making an effort to do the upgrade as a hard 
fork. Evgenij will be hired by the Foundation to continue his important work on the rebase.

Foundation Hires Backpacker

@backpacker69
infrastructure. Backpacker is well versed in our technology stack and has participated in 
developing the a of it.

His responsibilities will include:

• Administrating and moderating our git repository; (which includes reviewing and merg-

ing pull requests)

• Maintaining gitian builds for all releases;

• Actively working on resolving raised issues;

• Writing technical documentation;

• Up

and finally, the main task:

Supporting Evgenij by contributing to the process of porting Peercoin to the latest Bitcoin
core codebase with know

https://twitter.com/hashtag/Peercoin?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/proofofstake?src=hash
https://twitter.com/search?q=%24PPC&src=ctag
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=109160
https://talk.peercoin.net/u/solled
https://talk.peercoin.net/u/evgenijm86
https://talk.peercoin.net/u/backpacker69
https://talk.peercoin.net/u/buckkets
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/update-18-the-peercoin-team-joins-the-blockfolio-signal-beta/8596/
https://github.com/peercoin/peercoin
https://explorer.peercoin.net/address/p92W3t7YkKfQEPDb7cG9jQ6iMh7cpKLvwK
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Block #392,455 (Reward 41.67 PPC) October 16th 2018 at 03:29:12 UTC 

Block number 392,455 marked the time at which the number of PPC generated to 

date surpassed 25,000,000 PPC!!!https://chainz.cryptoid.info/ppc/block.dws?

392455.htm 

October 28th 2018 The Peercoin team is happy to announce that hashtag#Peercoin is live on Delta 
Direct! All the latest @PeercoinPPC updates will now be directly available on @get_delta!
 
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/update
fbclid=IwAR0tVJRVYVpfFluqyH
 
If you are familiar with Delta or the Blockfolio Signal program, this is similar. Good news as we can 
spread our updates to a larger audience. Stay tuned for more updates!
 
Original Tweet: 
 
As reminder, if you want to stay up
following platforms:
 
Reddit: 
Twitter: 
LinkedIn: 
Telegram: 
Discord: 

New features added including new commands for deck management and 

pacli card parse $deckid $cardid will try to decode a card from raw transactio. Useful for debugging. 

peerassets-
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Other events which occurred during this period: 

•  

On the 5th November 2018, both RFC-0007 an RFC-0008 were accepted… https://

www.reddit.com/r/peercoin/comments/9ufh7p/

rfc0007_rounding_transaction_fees_and_rfc0008_op/?st=jr3n1fdt&sh=c9310ede 

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/update-20-peercoin-is-now-on-delta-direct/8706?fbclid=IwAR0tVJRVYVpfFluqyH-tFS6c_XwKFSaTJE5H9jtrQMwVHIRNK3zayFnD4l0
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/update-20-peercoin-is-now-on-delta-direct/8706?fbclid=IwAR0tVJRVYVpfFluqyH-tFS6c_XwKFSaTJE5H9jtrQMwVHIRNK3zayFnD4l0
https://twitter.com/PeercoinPPC/status/1055856230814539776
https://www.reddit.com/r/peercoin/
https://twitter.com/PeercoinPPC
https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-peercoin-foundation/
https://t.me/peercoin
https://discord.gg/XPxfwtG
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/pacli-v0-4-7/8642
https://medium.com/peercoin/the-benefits-of-peerassets-77bad7693925
https://medium.com/peercoin/the-benefits-of-peerassets-77bad7693925
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/tutorial-peerassets-peer-to-peer-p2p-transactions/8640/5
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/tutorial-peerassets-peer-to-peer-p2p-transactions/8640/5
https://talk.peercoin.net/t/tutorial-basic-deck-creation-with-peerassets/8639/9


I. PPC VERSION 0.7.0 TESTING BEGAN ON 8TH NOVEMBER 2018 

II. CCC 

III. CCC 

IV. NEW OFFICIAL PPC WEBSITE WENT LIVE ON 7TH JANUARY 2019 

V. CCC 
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Code testing of updated software (version 0.7.0) began on the 8th November 2018.  

Peercoin v0.7 release will be hard fork. GutHub user backpacker69 submitted a pre-

release v0.7.0ppc.rc1 release candidate on 9th November 2018.  Current plan is to 

deploy it in December, 2018. As described in the revious chapter, this network up-

grade features changes proposed in two RFCs: 

RFC-0007 

 

RFC-0008 

 

First we’ll engage in testing on the testnet network during the November. 

On the 8th November 2018,

https://talk.peercoin.net/t/peercoin

https://github.com/backpacker69
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Besides testing v0.7.0 on the Peercoin testnet blockchain, the community initiated 

discussion on changing Peercoin’s mining reward.  What would this mean for infla-

tion?  RFC-0011… 8th Nov 2018: https://talk.peercoin.net/t/rfc-0011-pos-inflation-

adjustment/8757 

On the 25th November 2018, https://talk.peercoin.net/t/update-22-v0-7-hard-fork-

date-announcement/8841 

FUBT exchange based in Hong Kong officially listed PPC on the 14th November 

2018: https://twitter.com/FuHongkong/status/1061155068257411072 

During Nov 2018, three more PPC release candidates 

were released:

On 20th Nov, v0.7.0ppc.rc2

On 20th Nov,v0.7.0ppc.rc3

On 22nd Nov,v0.7.0ppc.rc4
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Block #400,000 (Reward 0.17 PPC ) November 26th 2018 at 08:55:03 AM UTC 

Described the above block timestamped at block 400,000... 

Price of PPC at the end of 2018... 
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On the 8th January 2019, brand new official Peercoin website went live https://

talk.peercoin.net/t/replica-the-brand-new-peercoin-net-is-now-live/8960 

On the 1st January 2018, Sunny posted thread on PPC forum about NEW YEAR 

PLANS … https://talk.peercoin.net/t/update-23-new-year-plans/8941 
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Block # (Reward  PPC ) ... at 08:55:03 AM UTC 

Hard fork to version 0.7.0 …... 



APPENDIX 
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PeercoinTalk Community Interview with Sunny King on 19th October 2013 

 

JustaBitofTime: 1. What existing impediments do you think keeps PPC from 

being the absolute perfectly designed crypto—and are there ways to change it to 

get it there? (Excelsior) 

Sunny King:  I don’t think there could be a perfect all encompassing  

cryptocurrency that dominates all. Bitcoin is the breakthroughof a grand experi-

ment. From architect point of view, you can try to design for excellence, but in a 

sense we are all still learning in the grand experiment. Proof-of-stake is a young 

approach I am sure quite a bit of improvements can be made. I am generally not as 

strict regarding hard fork upgrade so we can do a bit if needed.  

JustaBitofTime: I read in your Bitcoin Magazine interview about ‘Proof of  

Excellence’ has any further thoughts went into that approach? 

wantrepreneur: Do you expect potential xpm hardware ASICs require much 

larger breakthrough in cpu-computing-> more so than SHA-256? 

Sunny King:  Not much because I don’t yet find a game suitable enough as a 

basis for the idea. Most games are dominated by AI so there would be a lot of com-

plaints of unfairness. 

JustaBitofTime: I’ll go ahead and number to make it easier to follow for those 

just joining us. 

JustaBitofTime: 2. What is your one-year plan and mid-term roadmap that  

implements your strategy? (Mhps) 

irritant:  I think one of the advantages of XPM is that it can be mined by 

everyone, if that is true also on the long term it would make itgrow more organical-

ly, without ASIC race madness, do you think this is important for cryptocurrency? 
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Sunny King:  @wantrepreneur Not sure, although Primecoin is not designed 

to hamper ASIC. So I think maybe a large performance improvement can be 

achieved through ASIC. That’s actually a huge milestone forxpm if that even materi-

alize. On the other hand, mining algorithm can improvequite a bit too so the field of 

xpm mining is very cheap. 

Sunny King:  @irritant I don’t see ASIC development necessarily bad for the 

currency, it’s one of xpm’s major contribution to technology ifthat ever happens. 

irritant:  Yes true. 

ivanlabrie:  Sunny, are there any plans to implement pos blocks in xpm, or 

any other way of preventing 51% attacks? 

irritant:  I see ASICs to centralise mining with bitcoin. 

Sunny King:  @2. The main strategy of the team has already be shown,  

ppc/xpm would be our combo attack in the market. The twocurrencies are designed 

very differently, each with its own unique innovations, improving our overall com-

petitiveness in the market. For ppc the next step is tobring it up to bitcoin v0.8 fea-

tures in v0.4, xpm would get some protocol tighteningin v0.2. I hope the cold-

locked feature can be implemented next in ppc. Cooperation with the service pro-

viders in the industry is also an important goal. Idon’t want to overpromise here but 

I think we are actually one of the most activedev team around. 

irritant:  But I ‘m not sure if it will become a problem. 

JustaBitofTime: 3. Do you have a contingency plan to keep the currencies going 

should (god-forbid) something happen to you? (Excelsior) 

Sunny King:  @irritant I don’t know, it seems to be bitcoin mining scene 

won’t change all that much from the gpu days, there are always big players and 

small players.  
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Sunny King: @Excelsior That’s something on my plate. For ppc scott can be my 

backup, but he hasn’t been very active since ppc’s release. For xpm mikael has been 

doing a good job. I would hope more talents would join the community so there are 

more capable hands that can take over the responsibilities during emergency situa-

tions. So the expansion of the core dev team is also an important goal. 

JustaBitofTime: 3.5. Could tell us a bit about the full development team and is this a 

full time job for you (xpm/ppc)? 

wantrepreneur: And to expand on #3, could the code eventually be developed to 

no longer rely on anyone? 

Sunny King: Core dev of ppc is me and scott, xpm is me, mikael, jh and mtrlt. 

Sunny King: Yeah almost full time right now. It’s part of my goal that I could achieve 

self-sufficiency in the cryptocurrency market, so I can continue to commit most of 

my time to development work. 

JustaBitofTime: 4. The main thing I want to see Sunny address in detail is the accu-

sation that proof of stake is setup like central banking, where the rich get richer and 

the poor get poorer. Certain people have problems with the fact that those who 

own the most coins will get the most newly minted coins. (Sentinelrv) 

Sunny King: That’s only core dev which maintains the client codebase. of course 

many of you have made great contribution are also part of the development team. 

JustaBitofTime: Sunny: I know you’ve answered number 4 before in other posts/

interviews… just curious if anything has changed. 

irritant: What motivated you to start all this, was it some flaws you saw in bitcoin, 

or is it more… that you want to change the world, make it better place, more fair? 
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Sunny King: @wantrepreneur, That’s not very realistic as continued development/
maintenance is a key requirement for the success of a cryptocurrency. 

JustaBitofTime: @wantrepreneur: Sounds like a key backup on the PPC is an up-
coming priority. 

Sunny King: @Sentinelrv 4. For argument’s sake let’s assume that proof-of-stake 
minting is free from the risk of hacked wallet. So the argument boils down to 
whether holding the currency should deserve some compensation. It’s a similar 
debate to whether some interest on money is deserved. From my point of view I 
think interest by itself is not the problem, who wants to lend money without inter-
est? As a free market phenomenon I think interest has some legitimate roots, so it’s 
very much separate from central banking, which is an entirely different animal 
based on statism ideologies. 

Sunny King: @Sentinelrv 4. The proof-of-stake minting provides a service to the ppc 
network, so why shouldn’t those who provide the service receive some compensa-
tion? The rich and the poor are treated the same here, both can provide proof-of-
stake minting, and rate of income is proportional to their holding. So you can say 
that the rich get richer, and the poor also get richer, at the same rate, so long as 
they both try to provide the service to the community. Meanwhile, those who 
transact in the network with high velocity pay the security cost via low inflation. 

JustaBitofTime: 5. What legacy do you wish to leave through your Peercoin experi-

ence? (MeBeingAwesome) 

Sunny King: @MeBeingAwesome 5. @irritant I cherish my work in cryptocurrency 
very much and I think they are the best works of my career. Not only from a tech-
nology and innovation point of view, but also from political and spiritual point of 
view, I think cryptocurrency movement is one of the most important event in our 
time, that humanity now owns a very potent weapon against tyranny. So I am very 
proud to be able to participate in the movement. 

irritant: I wish I could do more, maybe I will learn some day (programming etc). 

https://talk.peercoin.net/u/wantrepreneur
https://talk.peercoin.net/u/wantrepreneur
https://talk.peercoin.net/u/sentinelrv
https://talk.peercoin.net/u/sentinelrv
https://talk.peercoin.net/u/irritant
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JustaBitofTime: 5.5. You mentioned a weapon against tyranny. Isn’t that the reason 

you’re so careful with your identity? 

JustaBitofTime: 6. About how many more weeks until PPC v0.4 comes out? What 

will be the new features? (Alertness) 

irritant: On irc the imposter mentioned " @fontas: Absolutely. The team is currently 

looking at ways to implement matlab/simulink derived distributed simulations." I 

guess it is not true right? (too bad ) 

Sunny King: Right although the movement is entirely peaceful through free market 

principles. I am not too worried though I believe what we do is morally good even if 

it’s banned legally in the future. 

Sunny King: @irritant yeah that’s just some guy’s joke. 

Sentinelrv: Just want to confirm, there was a Sunny King imposter on IRC? I heard 

he said he worked in the aerospace industry and people thought it was NASA. This 

is not true right? 

JustaBitofTime: Sunny: While you work through question 6, I’ll post the next 2 for 

you. 

Sunny King: @Alertness 6. Merge with bitcoin v0.8 is more work then I thought. 
Meanwhile I am evaluating whether to provide the cold-locked transaction feature 
in v0.4, as it has become a higher priority item. But v0.4 would get most bitcoin v0.8 
features for sure. I think it’s at least still several weeks away. 

JustaBitofTime: 6.5. The new Bitcoin 0.9 is going to implement some nice things like 

an independent RPC client binary, and fix some centralization problems. Not to 

mention the other stuff that we have missed. I suggest we merge with the 0.9 re-

lease, and go from there. (Super3) 
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JustaBitofTime: 7. Will proof-of-stake minting be made more easy to do or even 

automated? (Matt608) 

JustaBitofTime: We’re at question 7 of 12. Sunny has agreed to 45 minutes (11 left)

… if he wants to continue past the 45 min to finish, great… if not, we’ll get those 

answered in a follow-up. 

Sunny King: @Super3 I haven’t looked at bitcoin v0.9 yet so it’s hard to say when it 
would be included. We need some buffer time for new bitcoin code to stabilize also. 

JustaBitofTime: 8. Have you looked at Zerocoin? If so, do you see that or something 

similar as a direction for PPC? (JustaBitofTime) 

Sunny King: @Matt608 7. Proof-of-stake minting is automated if you are not using 
wallet encryption. If you use encrypted wallet you can turn it on via debug window 
console in v0.4. In the future gui element may be added to further simplify the pro-
cedure. 

JustaBitofTime: “In the future gui element may be added to further simplify the 

procedure.” +1 

Excelsior: +1 

Sunny King: @JustaBitofTime 8. I haven’t studied zerocoin in detail but it appears 
there were serious concerns regarding its usability (in terms of computation and 
storage requirements) and certain centralization issue. I feel zerocoin is a highly 
complex system and could be too expensive for the problem at hand. 

JustaBitofTime: 9. Can you explain how the ppc checkpoint system works by com-

munity consensus in the event of persistent 51% attack on proof-of-stake or other 

emergencies, and how that even though the checkpoints are currently centralized, 

this is not synonymous with ppc itself being centralized. Explain how there is no 

centralized control over changing ppc, but that in order to revert back to a check-

point it still takes community consensus. (Alertness) 

https://talk.peercoin.net/u/irritant
https://talk.peercoin.net/u/alertness
https://talk.peercoin.net/u/super3
https://talk.peercoin.net/u/matt608
https://talk.peercoin.net/u/justabitoftime
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JustaBitofTime: 10. Folks in the other community have been bitching about the 

check point. Rumor has it is to be removed by the of year (PPC). Is that right ? What 

is the reason behind such time frame ? What about XPM? (Romerun) 

Sunny King: @JustaBitofTime 8. There are other more cost-effective approach to 
privacy in my opinion. For example in bitcoin privacy is compromised mainly 
through the fact that coins belonging to different keys owned by the same user are 
often combined in the same transaction when spending. This allows blockchain 
analysis to easily establish what set of keys are from the same user. In bitcoin client 
combining of inputs from different addressed is automatic, however if this is left to 
the user to decide then privacy can be much stronger. I call this approach ‘avatar 
mode’, where each key/address is considered an avatar. So the client would not 
automatically spend coins belonging to different avatars in the same transaction. So 
you would have a number of avatar addresses to manage. Of course this doesn’t 
guarantee absolute privacy but could be quite an improvement practically speaking. 

JustaBitofTime: 9 + 10 blend 

JustaBitofTime: Ah… avatar mode was one of my questions for future interviews. 

irritant: Ahh I see, avatar mode is coincontrol, avatar mode +1 

Sunny King: @alertness @romerun XPM is already decentralized. The checkpoints 
in xpm is like the alert message, clients listen to them but does not enforce the 
checkpoint by default. Users have the choice to enable the enforcement of check-
point, but it’s a conscious choice users must take. This means the developer respon-
sible for the checkpoint must gain community consensus before using them, devel-
oper cannot arbitrarily force a block chain reorganization onto the users. Generally 
speaking the checkpoint feature should not be used without 51% attack emergency. 
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JustaBitofTime: And finally 11 and 12. 

JustaBitofTime: 11. As of PrimeCoin PR, it would be really nice to have an article 

published in one of recognized popular science, or non-peer-reviewed science jour-

nals such as New Scientist, Science Illustrated, Scientific American etc. 

(CryptoBeggar) 

JustaBitofTime: #12 was already answered (full time job) 

Sunny King: @alertness @romerun The risk of 51% denial-of-service attack on block 
chain is real, especially to a smaller network such as xpm. In fact I wouldn’t exclude 
such possibility to even bitcoin. Of course such an attack on bitcoin would likely not 
come from an individual due to the resource required. But it’s irresponsible to say 
that’s not possible. Just imagine what would happen if bitcoin stops processing 
transactions for a few days. The advanced checkpoint feature in xpm is specifically 
designed to deal with this situation. Yes the network would turn into quasi central-
ized mode by community consensus, however that’s obviously a lot better than 
admitting defeat and giving up. 

Sunny King: @CryptoBeggar 11. I am very happy to see experts such as John joining 
this effort, so I am confident that it would happen at some point. As our marketing 
improves and users keep spreading the words the interest from science journal and 
other media would definitely increase. I feel this something not only beneficial to 
primecoin, but it also bring another positive element to cryptocurrency, so the 
mainstream have more focus on the good things cryptocurrency can bring to the 
society. 

https://talk.peercoin.net/u/justabitoftime
https://talk.peercoin.net/u/alertness
https://talk.peercoin.net/u/romerun
https://talk.peercoin.net/u/alertness
https://talk.peercoin.net/u/romerun
https://talk.peercoin.net/u/cryptobeggar
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CoinDesk Interview with Sunny King and the Peercoin Team on 14th July 2016 

Pre-Meeting Before CoinDesk Interview 

Sunny King:  hi guys :) 

hrobeers:  Nice to be with you in a chat room ;) 

saeveritt:  Hey Sunny 

hrobeers:  So how is this meeting organised? 

Sunny King:  Sentinelrv thanks for organising 

Sunny King:  Sentinelrv what’s the agenda today?  

saeveritt:  So do we know if Jacob has a specific set of questions or will it 

   be a more of an open interview? 

Sentinelrv:  Before we start… 

Sentinelrv:  I was talking over with everybody here and we believe that it 

   might be best to hold regular chats with you like this from now 

   on. Would you be open to that?  

Sentinelrv:  Everyone here consists of the most knowledgeable and active 

   members of Peercointalk, so it would be great to regularly  

   discuss the future of the network.  

Sunny King:  sure absolutely 

peerchemist:  I will take over for a minute 

peerchemist:  so agenda here is to prepare Sunny for the new “official story” 

   about Peercoin, so he could relay it to the interviewer 

Sunny King:  okay :) 

Sunny King:  I am all ears now 

peerchemist:  so Sunny it is imperative that you now take the chance to  

   mention why has PPC kept PoW—and what PoW means for us 

peerchemist:  PoW is our market maker, just like it is for Litecoin and others 

peerchemist:  it is VERY important to us 

peerchemist:  and now changes in Btc are reflecting on our supply, so it is 

   important to explain why and how 
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saeveritt:  It seems that Jacob, the interviewer, approached the  

   community looking to write a story focusing on the after 

   affects of the BTC halving.  Since it was mainly a non-event for 

   most crypto Peercoin has the opportunity to show its market 

   adaptability in comparison to others. 

peerchemist:  saeveritt, please link that graph to sunny 

saeveritt:  Emphasizing the importance of letting the market decide when 

   to reduce supply rather than waiting an arbitrary X amount of 

   blocks for reward reduction is something we should highlight.  

peerchemist:  https://plot.ly/~embeddedthought/49.embed11 

peerchemist:  here it is 

saeveritt:  Ok you got it already, thanks. 

peerchemist:  Sunny, do you see it? 

Sunny King:  yes 

peerchemist:  do you see how “leftovers” from Btc mining will reduce our 

   supply and bring us closer to true PoS.  PPC PoW is “pegged” to 

   Bitcoin mining industry, as that industry bring more and more 

   potent mining gear—stronger will Peercoin be 

saeveritt:  Yes. As long as BTC building the sha-256 mining infrastructure, 

   PPC will continue to climb in difficulty and reduce supply. Since 

   the BTC halving we’ve seen a coinbase reward drop of ~18% 

Sunny King:  who made the graph? 

hrobeers:  Important to note is that it lowers the maintenance cost of the 

   network.  

saeveritt:  I made the graph.  It uses simple curve fitting projections and I 

peerchemist:  this could theoretically make Peercoin take over the mining 

   industry from Bitcoin sometime in the future. Once could also 

   say that Peercoin “leaches of” a part of Bitcoin wealth each 

   Bitcoin halving 

Sunny King:  nice. Peerchemist, this you got it, but only if peercoin becomes 

   competitive vs bitcoin 
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peerchemist:  and thanks to PoS, we don’t depend on miners for anything 

   but distribution. We have “outsourced” distribution—but not 

   the security 

Sentinelrv:  Sunny, was it your intention for it to happen this way ever 

   since you created Peercoin? 

Sunny King:  it’s also one of the reasons merge mining is not considered 

hrobeers:  correct 

Sunny King:  I don’t say this much but be a small chance that ppc may pass 

   btc in mining power. Merge mining would not allow this to 

   happen 

peerchemist:  yup, merge mining would be an “exit pump” for big holders. 

   Coin would die shortly after 

saeviritt:  True and it would only have temporary benefit of increased 

   difficulty and decreased new supply to the market. Would not 

   be optimal in the longterm as new supply to market helps 

   harden rising price floor 

hrobeers:  A nice extra of PoS is that it simplifies blockchain innovations.  

   As everyone (holding ppc) had power to mint blocks,  

   experimentation with non-standard transactions is easier 

saeveritt:  Has anyone noticed that when there is a local peak in PPC PoW 

   minted per day that the subsequent following days result in a 

   price increase? 

peerchemist:  I don’t follow PPC market that closely, you are probably only 

   trader who is deep into PPC I know 

peerchemist:  so do we make fun of Ethereum now? 

Sunny King:  whats wrong with Ethereum? 

peerchemist:  just this clusterfuck with hard fork 

saeveritt:  Have you seen Ethereum Classic is trading now? 

peerchemist:  a part of community decided to keep the old chain 

peerchemist:  now they are 51% PoW attacking each other, that is trying 

peerchemist:  it is really really messy 

hrobeers:  hahaa 
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peerchemist:  greed really deforms people, makes them monsters 

hrobeers:  that’s what I see popping around on Twitter :) 

peerchemist:  manipulators on Poloniex are having one big party 

Sunny King:  I thought Vitalik is in full control? 

hrobeers:  where is Vitalik? Classic or hardfork? 

peerchemist:  hardfork naturally, with the greedy ones, the “investors” 

hrobeers:  :) 

peerchemist:  Sunny I told you Ethereum is going the wrong way last time we 

   spoke, and there it is now 

Sunny King:  remind me why you think it’s on the wrong way? 

peerchemist:  private interest over the what is right and what is wrong 

Sunny King:  isn’t this occurrence due to complexity alone? oh 

peerchemist:  immutability of the blockchain is what makes it so special 

peerchemist:  they have disregarded that 

peerchemist:  so why do they have the blockchain? to sell tokens it seems 

peerchemist:  it will resolve itself eventually, those with principles will lose as 

   they have less money 

saeveritt:  I agree that the hardfork shouldn’t have been forced the way is 

   was. They had a deadline to do it by in order to prevent the 

   DAO hacker from being able to withdrawal ETH from the  

   contract. It was rushed and not everyone supported bailing out 

   the DAO in this way.  

Sunny King:  so why are ppl stay with classic? 

hrobeers:  yep, history is controlled by a select group. Exactly why some 

   people don’t like the checkpoints, however it seems like  

   checkpoints are irrelevant, people didn’t expect that.  

peerchemist:  because classic is saying “we will not alter history—ever” 

peerchemist:  this is what I was warning a few times, that time will come 

   when people will seek public and free blockchain—free from 

   minority influence by big money. Peercoin is damn good  

   position to be exactly that chain 

Sunny King:  probably tougher than that. PoS can be bought as well 
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peerchemist:  that is why we have continual PoW :) 

hrobeers:  good point 

hrobeers:  but in the end, everything can be bought 

Sunny King:  I see your points though, it would be ideal to not allow capital 

   to gain too much control over protocol 

hrobeers:  That’s indeed a good position to take these days 

Sentinelrv:  We’ve got almost 20 minutes left before it’s supposed to start. 

   Was there anymore interview preparation that we needed to 

   go through? Or would you like to continue on the current path 

   of discussion? 

hrobeers:  Let’s try to sum up some of the conclusions already 

saeveritt:  Yeah, I see most 100% PoS coins with IPO’s as something  

   currently hyped. In the long-term contrinual distribution 

   through PoW will show to harden the network in terms of  

   decentralisation and network security. I wish we knew if Jacob 

   has a specific agenda for the interview or if it’s more of an 

   open discussion 

hrobeers:  1) Peercoin benefits from bitcoin’s halving by the increased 

   PoW hashrate, reducing ppc’s operational cost by having a 

   dynamic coinbase reward. 

hrobeers:  2) PoW/PoS hybrid decentralises the network as much as  

   possible. Buying the network (ref. Ethereum) becomes  

   extremely expensive and complicated.  

Sentinelrv:  hrobeers, what is your definition of operational cost in #1? 

hrobeers:  network cost ~=PoW/PoS coinbase reward, outflux of value 

Sunny King:  it’s not really cost, but a way to distribute the coins 

hrobeers:  it is a cost when used to pay for mining equipment 

hrobeers:  that cost is covered by the entire network 

Sunny King:  ok I guess you can say that, what I mean is it is not used for 

   security of the network 

hrobeers:  oh but that doesn’t matter 

Sunny King:  right 
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hrobeers:  it’s a cost covered by the network, someone pays that 

hrobeers:  our inflation decreases when hashing power rises, which 

   means that our operational cost is going down. This way we 

   can maintain a healthy network without a huge influx of  

   money, like is needed for bitcoin, Ethereum and alike 

hrobeers:  it is not equal to the coinbase rewards but it scales with them 

saeveritt:  in terms of operational costs shouldn't only pos be considered 

   since PoW isn’t vital to operational security. If we were to 

   compare with bitcoin and Ethereum, it would be the physical 

   PoW infrastructure vs. virtual mining in PoS 

hrobeers:  3) The decentralisation makes it possible for everyone to mint 

   a block from time to time. This simplifies experimentation with 

   non-standard txns on the network. This helps innovation. 

hrobeers:  no PoW is also part of operational cost, as it forces miners to 

   sell ppc to buy mining resources. This is a cost by pushing the  

   coins value down.  

Sentinelrv:  Jacob said he’s currently talking to his editor and then he’ll be  

   on.  

saeveritt:  Also there is consistent incentive to secure the network in 

   terms of the ~1% minting reward. There are other PoS  

   networks that rely on fee structure as incentive. With NXT, 

   almost all transactions are done off chain and on exchanges so 

   incentive to secure to secure the network is dependent on fee 

   volume. It’s not reliable and that’s why they need Ardor.  

hrobeers:  good point. I make it conclusion 4 

saeveritt:  increase on chain transactions to provide incentive to secure 

   network other than protecting investment. Seems like supply 

   stagnation sets when coins are being recycled between the 

   major holders 

hrobeers:  these are the conclusions so far, you guys agree? Anything 

   missing? 
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hrobeers:  1) Peercoin benefits from bitcoin’s halving by the increased 

   PoW hashrate, reducing ppc’s operational cost by having a 

   dynamic coinbase reward. 

hrobeers:  2) PoW/PoS hybrid decentralises the network as much as  

   possible. Buying the network (ref. Ethereum) becomes  

   extremely expensive and complicated.  

hrobeers:  3) The decentralisation makes it possible for everyone to mint 

   a block from time to time. This simplifies experimentations 

   with non-standard transactions.  

hrobeers:  4) There is consistent incentive to secure the network in terms 

   of the ~1% minting reward. There are other PoS networks that 

   rely on fee structure as incentive. With NXT, almost all  

   transactions are done off chain and on exchanges so incentive 

   to secure the network is dependent on fee volume. It’s not 

   reliable and that’s why they need Ardor.  

saeveritt:  Just to be specific, make sure to make point 1) say difficulty 

   rather than hashrate 

hrobeers:  ok 

saeveritt:  Perhaps let him view this too?  https://plot.ly/   

   ~embeddedthought/49.embed11 

peerchemist:  he should see that yes 

hrobeers:  I’ll add it to my list :) 

saeveritt:  :) 

Sunny King:  maybe one of you guys should present the mining aspect 

hrobeers:  I’ll make a gist of it 

Sunny King:  the mining rate curve was designed with Moore’s Law in mind 

peerchemist:  now mention that if asked 

Sunny King:  but if price rises, the effect is similar 
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CoinDesk Interview with Sunny King and the Peercoin Team on 14th July 2016 

CoinDesk Interview 

JayCoDon:  Hey everyone—Jacob from CoinDesk here. 

Sunny King:  Hi Jacob 

Sunny King:  Welcome 

saeveritt:  Hey Jacob 

JayCoDon:  How are things? 

Sentinelrv:  Hey 

Sunny King:  Good we were just having fun here 

JayCoDon:  You guys meet in here often? 

Sunny King:  It’s our meeting channel 

Sunny King:  yeah sometimes 

Sentinelrv:  Jacob, I know the meeting is with Sunny, but do you mind if 

   others respond to questions as well. Everyone has a lot of 

   knowledge about Peercoin here.  

JayCoDon:  That’s fine. I’ll just need to know who they are and what their 

   role with Peercoin is.  

hrobeers:  Ok, we’ll introduce ourselves first? 

Sentinelrv:  Go ahead. 

JayCoDon:  Sure. 

Sentinelrv:  I’m pretty much the community manager and operate our  

   social media channels. Others here have a lot more knowledge 

   on the mining aspects than I do, which is why  brought them 

   into this.  

hrobeers:  I’m hrobeers a developer that recently discovered peercoin. 

   I’ve been helping peerchemist with his PeerAsset project and 

   am developing a modular thin client wallet called PeerKeeper 

   for an integrated experience.  

hrobeers:  I made some small contributions to the official ppcoin client 

   developed by Sunny 

hrobeers:  https://github.com/hrobeers/ & https://twitter.com/hrobeers 
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peerchemist:  I am peerchemist, a developer of Peerbox. Inventor of  

   PeerAssets and pretty much an all rounder when it comes  

   internal stuff like help with marketing, educating newbies (like 

   hrobeers) and theoretizing about blockchain and crypto in  

   general 

Sunny King:  hrobeers being modest, the peerkeeper is like a new  

   generation wallet for peercoin 

JayCoDon:  Likely very necessary for user adoption 

peerchemist:  yep, PeerKeeper is the fanciest take on wallet tech since  

   Electrum 

hrobeers:  :) thanks guys 

hrobeers:  Important to mention is that peerchemists Peerbox, is a full 

   node meant for Raspberry Pi’s, is crucial for the unmatched 

   decentralisation that ppc has.  

hrobeers:  Running a full node that mints (PoS mining) is a very simple 

   process for any peercoin supporter thanks to Peerbox.  

JayCoDon:  Alright, so to confirm: Sentinelrv is community manager, 

   hrobeers is a developer that has made a next gen wallet for 

   peercoin; peerchemist is a dev that created Peerbox,  

   PeerAssets, and does some community and marketing. And 

   Sunny King is the creator of peercoin. That sound about right? 

saeveritt:  JayCoDon, I’ve been in contact with you before using the name 

   embeddedthought. My role has been focused towards  

   conducting analysis of Peercoin’s underlying economic model 

   and providing insight for long-term projections.  

Sentinelrv:  I like to pass this meme around in regards to Peerbox.  

Sentinelrv:  http://i.imgur.com/LSeqOaX.png_3 (see image next page) 

peerchemist:  oh and I also package binaries for Ubuntu/ArchLinux and other 

   distros. I could use some interest in that field (users) 

hrobeers:  @JayCoDon, I guess it’s close enough ;) 

JayCoDon:  @saeveritt Ahh, you’re the guy who kept reminding me that 

   there were posts on my thread. Thanks, mate! 
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saeveritt:  @JayCoDon, Anytime ;) 

Sentinelrv:  saeveritt is also creating Peercoin Wisdom here: ... 

JayCoDon:  Very cool. 

saeveritt:  Thanks Sentinelrv for grabbing the link. 

Sentinelrv:  PeerAssets link is here … 

Sentinelrv:  And Peerbox: … 

JayCoDon:  Alright, so let’s start from the top. From a mining perspective, 

   after Bitcoin’s halving, the hashrate spiked quite significantly, 

   from ~500TH to over 3.5PH. That has since dropped back 

   done. My understanding on the distribution of new peercoin is 

   that it is based entirely on difficulty. 1. Am I right about that? 

   2. Can you (anyone) talk to how the hashrate fluctuates in 

   comparison to what the difficulty is? 

Sunny King:  yes it’s based on proof-of-work difficulty 

saeveritt:  To give you a visual representation of how BTC’s halving  

   affected PPC’s coinbase reward I’ve prepared this graph:  
GRAPH 
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JayCoDon:  But with bitcoin, the reward is constant. Is peercoin’s  

   dynamic? 

Sunny King:  we talk about proof-of-work difficulty here as there is another 

   proof-of-stake difficulty in peercoin 

Sunny King:  the difficulty adjusts gradually every block, to make the  

   average 10-minute block interval 

JayCoDon:  The PoW doesn’t actually do anything to secure the network, 

   right? That’s the PoS aspect?  

peerchemist:  PoW is distributing coins 

peerchemist:  proof of fiat burn 

peerchemist:  PoS is for security 

Sunny King:  in the case of the halving event of bitcoin, our difficulty  

   adjusted upward, but slower than the spike of mining of 

   course 

JayCoDon:  I have heard complaints about PoS not being as secure of PoW.  

   You’ve staked your currency’s security on that. Why are the 

   concerns about PoS being not secure unfounded? 

peerchemist:  Peercoin has proven that PoS can secure the network, it is 

   around for almost 4 years 

Sunny King:  I think both systems have uncertainties, proof-of-stake is a 

   more complex technology, we think it’s competitive to PoW 

   security wise 

hrobeers:  If a fair distribution mechanism is used (PoW) the network is 

   more decentralised. We don’t have all our chain securing  

   power localised in some regions with cheap electricity.  

JayCoDon:  So by using a PoS mechanism, electricity isn’t an issue, thus 

   allowing for more decentralisation? 

peerchemist:  exactly 

https://plot.ly/~embeddedthought/49.embed
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saeveritt:  To answer your question on the dynamic reward: Rather than 

   waiting an arbitrary X amount of blocks for reward reduction, 

   peercoin’s coinbase reward is inversely related to difficulty. 

   This lets the market decide when to reduce supply and it will 

   naturally decouple Peercoin from other competition that is not 

   as adaptable.  

JayCoDon:  To follow up on that saeveritt, there can be different amounts 

   of coin created each day, but on the average spread out across 

   days/weeks/months, it’s about the same? 

hrobeers:  Don’t forget that it is key to distribute the coins fairly, a large 

   IPO where the developers hold a large portion of the Stake is a 

   security risk.  

JayCoDon:  Oh, I completely agree with that @hrobeers 

hrobeers:  That’s where we use PoW for, just like bitcoin. 

hrobeers:  The amount of coins created is largely dependent on the PoW 

   difficulty 

JayCoDon:  As difficulty goes up, reward goes down; vice versa? 

hrobeers:  correct 

JayCoDon:  So pre-bitcoin halving, miners were earning more coins than 

   post-halving? 

Sunny King:  that’s right 

saeveritt:  JayCoDon, Yes there can be different amounts created each 

   day. The spread out is about the same in terms of weeks but 

   the average for a given period continually declines as time  

   progresses due to increasing difficulty.  

JayCoDon:  So is there a pre-determined maximum? 

hrobeers:  I’ll give sunny more chance to answer here, as it is his  

   interview. 

JayCoDon:  You’re all welcome to participate. I’ve got some good  

   questions for Sunny later on ;) 

Sunny King:  yeah don’t worry it’s our interview :) 

Sunny King:  there is a preset maximum for the minimum difficulty of 1 
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JayCoDon:  And final question about mining before we move on: Is there a 

   maximum number of Peercoin that will ever be released or, if 

   mining gets to difficulty of 1, will it just be the 1% PoS reward? 

JayCoDon:  So not true maximum, but a tightly controlled inflation rate 

   that people can verify 

hrobeers:  correct 

hrobeers:  the transaction fees are burned 

hrobeers:  so we can even get deflation 

JayCoDon:  So 1% growth, but all fees are burned, which should  

   counteract that 1% growth. That’s interesting.  

saeveritt:  Eventually the reward from PoW mining will converge towards 

   0. After this all that will be left is the ~1% annual inflation. 

   There is a 0.01 ppc/kb fee for every transaction that is  

   destroyed that helps counter the inflation 

JayCoDon:  Very cool. Alright, I understand those mechanics now. 

JayCoDon:  Next question: Why peercoin over another cryptocurrency, 

   primarily bitcoin? 

peerchemist:  but lets be fair and say that mining will probably never stp, diff 

   will always be above 0 

hrobeers:  so you pay per use of the network, but you don’t pay the  

   miner, you pay the network. (0.01ppc/kb) 

hrobeers:  mining will never stop indeed 

peerchemist:  Peercoin was my first crypto, as it seemed fair (unlike Bitcoin). 

   Simple answer here.  

JayCoDon:  What makes bitcoin unfair? 

Sentinelrv:  NXT for example uses PoS, but their security model is  

   determined by gaining fees. That becomes a problem when 

   the majority of transactions are on exchanges where no  

   transaction fees are paid. Peercoin has a more consistent  

   security model in that it  does not rely of fees. They are instead 

   destroyed.  
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peerchemist:  that is how it seemed to me back then in early 2014. It was just 

   felt too centralised, as in big miners rule everything 

peerchemist:  now I know far more, but that was my inspiration on why to 

   enter PPC instead of any other crypto 

JayCoDon:  What problem does peercoin solve that a different  

   cryptocurrency couldn’t? 

peerchemist:  decentralisation of the control over the network 

saeveritt:  JayCoDon, To add to Sentinelrv’s comparison to the other 

   widely known PoS, NXT. For PPC there remains consistent  

   incentive to secure the network in terms of the ~1% minting 

   reward. The NXT network relies on its fee structure as  

   incentive. With NXT, almost all transactions are done off chain 

   and on exchanges so incentive to secure the network is  

   dependent on fee volume. It’s not reliable and that’s why they 

   need Ardor.  

Sunny King:  Actually peercoin solves several big problems 

peerchemist:  please continue Sunny 

hrobeers:  My reason for peercoin is that there isn’t a large outflux of 

   money due to mining. The mining cost is covered by the entire 

   network after all.  

hrobeers:  yeah continue 

Sunny King:  One is that energy is not required to achieve decentralisation 

Sunny King:  Other is that it opens up the whole blockchain ecosystem, in 

   that now ppl don’t need mining power to jump start new 

   blockchains 

Sunny King:  so in my opinion PoS is a huge step forward for blockchain tech 

JayCoDon:  From a participation perspective, what does the average  

   person who may not even care about mining gain? What  

   problems are solved from that perspective? 

hrobeers:  Let’s say we want to use the network to distribute computing 

   power. PoW would compete with the useful work for  

   resources, which pumps up the price of the useful work. 
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hrobeers:  a bit like how biofuel competes with food production. 

Sunny King:  It enables new applications to use its own blockchain much 

   more cost effectively. For example, there is a peershare project 

   in our community that enables any DAO to run it’s own  

   blockchain 

Sentinelrv:  Yes Sunny, energy is used to distribute new currency fairly,  

   however it is not required in order to secure the network, 

   since PoS takes care of that by itself. 

JayCoDon:  Is peercoin’s single most important feature its PoS  

   mechanism? 

hrobeers:  it’s economics are as important 

JayCoDon:  Please elaborate. 

peerchemist:  more important than PoS 

peerchemist:  Peercoin innovated far more about “mining” actually 

peerchemist:  Sunny please elaborate on how was mining reward algorithm  

   was chosen. Moore’s Law and all.  

Sunny King:  Yeah the mining rate and curve is designed more naturally 

   than bitcoin’s, but I would agree that proof-of-stake is the  

   single most important contribution to blockchain technology in 

   general 

hrobeers:  can you explain the parallel with Moore’s Law? 

Sunny King:  basically like saeveritt said earlier, mining rate is inversely  

   related to difficulty. So if assuming Moore’s Law, then the  

   mining rate would continue to drop geometrically.  

Sunny King:  In short, Moore’s Law would ensure the PoW inflation to be 

   similar to bitcoin’s 

JayCoDon:  As reward drops, PoW drops as well? 

Sunny King:  No it’s inversely related, difficulty goes up, reward drops 

hrobeers:  but the same hashrate get’s cheaper over time 

JayCoDon:  I meant for bitcoin’s 

peerchemist:  what hrobeers said + due to Moore’s Law 

JayCoDon:  Ahh, okay.  
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saeveritt:  If we focus on what a store of value represents we must think 

   long term about how different economic models will compete 

   with one another. When a cryptocurrency that has a  

   responsive economic model is in direct competition with one 

   that is more rigid and pre-defined, the market will discover use 

   case. We are just now seeing that PPC’s current inflation rate is 

   already lower than btc’s. ltc’s and nmc’s will be by 2020. Dyna 

Sunny King:  for bitcoin it’s a different matter though, that’s due to a lot of 

   miners becoming unprofitable 

JayCoDon:  Hence why they moved over to peercoin to begin with 

hrobeers:  correct 

peerchemist:  and PPC will allow them to be profitable for some more time, 

   unlike BTC which sharply discards thm 

hrobeers:  so coinbase reward drop, will lower the outflux of money for 

   mining, unless if the price goes up accordingly. 

JayCoDon:  I’ve heard miners talk about the shock of going from 25 to 

   12.5. Peercoin’s more dynamic drop in reward as difficulty 

   goes up is less shocking. Alright, I understand that.  

JayCoDon:  Alright, changing topics 180 degress. What is Peercoin’s  

   approach to hard forks? As we’ve seen with Bitcoin/Ethereum, 

   they have taken two very different approaches with the former 

   being ardently against while the latter has forked because of a 

   hack.  

peerchemist:  we were just discussing that while waiting for you. Due to PoS, 

   our chain does wherever big holders (big stakers) want it to go 

Sunny King:  I think we are more flexible than bitcoin in this respect 

Sunny King:  we typically run an upgrade window less than 3 months 

JayCoDon:  Interesting. @peerchemist … Isn’t the big holders controlling 

   the destiny a risk of PoS? 

Sunny King:  so for incompatible upgrade, users have a couple months  

   before they are on a unsupported fork 

JayCoDon:  @sunnyking Do you not allow for soft forks at all? 
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hrobeers:  big holders have interest in well being of chain, unlike the big  

   miners 

peerchemist:  it is fundamental tradeoff. With PoW you outsource the  

   security and flexibility to third parties to prevent big holders  

   from “taking control” and with PoS you keep the security  

   within the system and rely on economic sanity of “big holders” 

saeveritt:  Much less of a risk than what a conglomeration of centralised 

   miners pose due to the holders having stake in the network. 

JayCoDon:  But in the instance where a DAO like hack occurred, the big 

   holders could ruin Peercoin’s immutable nature by forking 

   because they were likely impacted the most, no? 

peerchemist:  in the case of ETH/DAO I guess our stakers would react the 

   same, yes 

JayCoDon:  I’m asking because we see that with Ethereum 2/3rd of the 

   ETH in the DAO were early mined Ether, so they were  

   obviously incentivised to hard fork to get their money back 

peerchemists: * same as ETH miners 

Sunny King:  There might be such possibility, that big holder want to  

   participate in the decision making of upgrades. So far we  

   haven’t encountered such a problem 

saeveritt:  It’s a question of whether the majority of stakers share the 

   same incentive to bailout a DAO type organisation. 

JayCoDon:  Wouldn’t they because they likely are in that DAO? 

JayCoDon:  2/3rd of ETH in DAO were majority stakers. 

Peerchemist:  interesting JayCoDon, than in that case it could get interesting 

   if so many “old coins” are stolen as then the smaller fish would 

   dominate the staking for a while and could fork the chain. Due 

   to the destruction of so many coin days 

JayCoDon:  Hmm … Interesting.  

hrobeers:  :) 

JayCoDon:  Alright, here’s my “tough” question for Sunny 

peerchemist:  omg :O 
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saeveritt:  :) 

hrobeers:  losing your coins, results in losing your power 

saeveritt:  and soul 

peerchemist:  coin days are just as important 

saeveritt:  most definitely 

hrobeers:  correct 

JayCoDon:  Sunny, you’re the Satoshi or Vitalik of Peercoin. You’re the 

   “benevolent” dictator of it. People follow you. I am of the 

   opinion that the reason Bitcoin has been so successful is  

   because Satoshi went away; because that founder went away, 

   so he couldn’t influence decisions. You likely are a big stake 

   holder and undo political pressure could force you to do things 

   that are not in the best interest of Peercoin. 

JayCoDon:  even though the fork was probably not the right thing to do. 

   Do you believe that make you a potential security risk? 

Sunny King:  Satoshi is surprising, I actually don’t mind giving more and 

   more power away to other capable community members, I 

   think that’s also healthy to the development of the project 

Sunny King:  though I don’t plan to disappear suddenly like Satoshi did 

Sunny King:  It’s a bit strange that you abandon such a brilliant invention so 

   completely? 

peerchemist:  yeah, you will just slowly fade to 0 

Sunny King:  at least I have a bit trouble understanding 

peerchemist:  unlike satoshi, who went from 1 to 0 in a single block 

hrobeers:  The community is also innovating outside the core protocol 

   and Sunny is doing a great job, so there is no reason to  

   overthrow him. 

JayCoDon:  Are there safeguards in place in the event that Sunny King 

   does disappear? 

JayCoDon:  A sort o “passing the torch” akin to Satoshi and Gavin? 

hrobeers:  Some developers have knowledge of the PoS workings and are 

   able to sustain development 
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hrobeers:  but the code is very close to the bitcoin code. 

Peerchemist:  why did no one understand my joke about Sunny not leaving at 

   once but slowly fading to 0? :( 

JayCoDon:  Peerchemist, I have it noted to try to fit that into my piece ;) 

Sentinelrv:  Like Sigmike, who is also a core developer 

Sunny King:  The main issue is competent leaders that can take over in such 

   case 

peerchemist:  yeah, Peercoin is “cheap” to maintain 

hrobeers:  :) parallel to PoW :p 

peerchemist:  yep! 

hrobeers:  we have a handful of developers that contributed to the code 

   and are capable to continue the work. 

saeveritt:  peerchemist, I did :) Thought it was funny because bitcoins 

   reward drops abruptly like Satoshi and peercoins declines 

   slowly over time ;) 

peerchemist:  oh sorry I thought you’ve missed it out 

peerchemist:  but I would like to note that we lack devs 

hrobeers:  I for example run a modified ppc client on my peerbox.  

peerchemist:  devs who could handle bigger projects 

peerchemist:  we have just enough devs to keep the lights on, not to evolve 

   into something bigger 

Sentinelrv:  This question can also be related to synchronised checkpoints, 

   which critics of proof-of-stake say is used to keep Peercoin 

   network running correctly. Sunny controls the keys to  

   checkpoints, so the network is dependent on him at the  

   moment I feel.  

Sentinelrv:  I think we should talk about that, as checkpoints will soon  

   become optional with v0.6.  

hrobeers:  it isn’t, the community can already ditch checkpoints today at 

   any time. It will just become more simple 

Sentinelrv:  Also, one of our Peershares networks Nu has run without 

   checkpoints since September 2014 with no trouble.  
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JayCoDon:  Can you quickly explain what these checkpoints are? 

peerchemist:  Sunny, pls 

Sunny King:  yeah there isn’t anything that I control that cannot be  

   overridden via an upgrade 

hrobeers:  it’s a common misconception. Sunny you explain checkpoints? 

Sentinelrv:  It is one of the main criticisms of PoS, so I felt it should be  

   addressed. 

Sunny King:  the checkpoint system is an additional temporary safeguard 

saeveritt:  As I understand it, checkpoints were only needed for ensuring 

   network security during the first couple months where security 

   was PoW dependent during the initial distribution before PoS 

   security took over 

Sunny King:  it definitely needs it as it’s too easy to attack PoW new  

   blockchain 

JayCoDon:  And what were the checkpoints specifically? 

Sunny King:  peercoin’s PoS only turns on after one month 

hrobeers:  checkpoints are a way for Sunny to broadcast attacks on the 

   chain 

peerchemist:  checkpoints are pointers to “correct” version of the chain and 

   can be used to reconfigure a network in case of major problem 

Sunny King:  it synchronise the network, basically “freeze” the blockchain so 

   it cannot reorg beyond it 

hrobeers:  so that clients can follow Sunny’s advice not to follow the  

   incorrect chain 

Sunny King:  just like the hard checkpoint in bitcoin, but it’s not coded into 

   the source but broadcasted from a privileged node 

hrobeers:  but a client implementation can easily ignore the checkpoints 

   from the point they get abused 

JayCoDon:  So if Sunny King abuses those checkpoints, the client  

   implementation can just ignore.  

hrobeers:  clients should actively chose to ignore them 
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peerchemist:  yes, just then someone who is not the sunny must build the 

   binaries and help to deploy them. For example I could switch 

   over all Peerbox nodes in about 15 min to version who ignores 

   sunny and his checkpoints 

JayCoDon:  Very interesting. 

hrobeers:  same would be true for peerkeeper backend (once in browser 

   minting is implemented) 

Sunny King:  It was kept for a while as we also want the coins to distribute 

   more evently, avoid possibility of 51% attack, also other  

   vulnerabilities 

saeveritt:  yes network security has definitely hardened thanks to  

   continual distribution 

Sunny King:  but in any case it was never an essential part of the design so it 

   can be disabled freely 

JayCoDon:  Final question. The market cap has stayed relatively constant 

   over the past few months at ~8-10 million marketcap. What 

   does peercoin need for it to start increasing in valuation again? 

hrobeers:  that’s a common misconception on the internet, that  

   checkpoints centralise the network. But the DAO hard fork has 

   shown that abuse is just as easy without checkpoints. 

peerchemist:  Peercoin needs fresh blood, more developers, more ideas 

Sunny King:  I think the community is doing great projects, that’s the most  

   important aspects. We grow the ecosystem, make it more  

   useful for all kinds of purposes 

peerchemist:  but if we can sustain 10M cap, then let is be. I choose that over 

   bloated 150M cap which just awaits to burst 

Sunny King:  then the market would reflect 

hrobeers:  there are hug bubbles going on, we prefer to build a  

   sustainable chain 
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Sentinelrv:  I believe we need more project development around Peercoin  

   like PeerAssets. Peerchemist, if you’d like, cold you explain you 

   project and why you believe it will bring more value to  

   Peercoin, including the fact that it will help with deflation of 

   the supply.  

hrobeers:  it is capable of surviving a second internet bubble 

peerchemist:  I can explain, but I guess that is best to be left for some other 

time 

saeveritt:   I believe all that it needs is time. If you reference the graph I 

   linked to earlier there is a significant drop in block reward from 

   May 2015 to the end of July 2015. If you look at the  

   subsequent price response the cycle becomes apparent.  

   During this time Peercoin went from $0.21 to a high of $0.75.  

   The market determined that with the new reduction in supply,  

   the price would average around $0.40 and has maintained that 

   for since PPC has reached a stage of maturity (thank you btc 

   halving) to where it’s block reward has encountered another 

   significant drop that mirrors the may 2015 fall, I believe we will 

   find a new price floor very soon and it will correlate with the  

   percentage change in reward 

hrobeers:   The point is that many coins are killed these days by investors 

   and big money 

peerchemist:  ie, thanks to our economic model we do not have to run to get  

   new fancy features and keep the speculation bubble going. We  

   are running a marathon, and we are always close to the top  

   even in this early days 

hrobeers:   Ethereum being the perfect example 

saeveritt:   Yes, economic models designed to endure bubbles and adapt  

   to fluctuating market pressures will show longevity 

JayCoDon:   Very good. This should be good enough for now; this was really  

   enlightening. If I have further questions, I’ll send them to  

   Sentinelrv to get them answered. 
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peerchemist:  also sanity of Peercoin is attracting the right minds, at least it 
   seems so to me 
hrobeers:   I have one thing I’d like to add as developer 
JayCoDon:   Sure, go ahead 
hrobeers:   This is key for me: The decentralization makes it possible for  
   everyone to mint a block from time to time. This simplifies 
   experimentation with non-standard txns on the network. This 
   helps innovation. 
saeveritt:   Enjoyed the questions, Jacob. Thank you. 
hrobeers:   I’m impressed by the questions, they were very good indeed. 
peerchemist:  I am glad I have participated, cu around Jacob 
Sunny King:   Thanks Jacob for a great conversation 
Sentinelrv:   “The right minds” Yes, I always feel as if peercoin always  
   attracts the most level headed and logical people compared to  
   most other crypto communities. 
JayCoDon:   And just to make one point: I know everyone is excited about  
   CoinDesk writing about this, but I make no promises. I have a  
   tentative yes from my editor, but until he sees the piece,  
   nothing is for sure. But I’ll do my best. :) 
hrobeers:   :) 
saeveritt:   :) 
Sunny King:   appreciate it :) 
JayCoDon:   Talk soon, guys. 
hrobeers:   Thank Jacob, I think I have to take a subscription to your  
   articles. 
Sentinelrv:   Thanks! 
Sunny King:   Thanks everyone :) 
Sentinelrv:   So how did it go you think? 
peerchemist:  that went well 
peerchemist:  I think we have suceeded in what I have wanted to do 
peerchemist:  to give out a fresh image of Peercoin, a community of smart  
   and passionate people 
hrobeers:   I’m happy :) 
hrobeers:   we gave it our best shot. 
peerchemist:  yeah I think we gave him enough to write a damn good story 
Sunny King:   I think it’s probably one of the best participated meetings we  
   have ever did 
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hrobeers: I can’t imagine how we could have done better 

Sunny King: everyone is well heard :) 

Sentinelrv: And we should do more I think. 
saeveritt: I enjoyed reading all of your responses and answering as well:) 

hrobeers: we also sounded like a team 

Sentinelrv: I will ask Jacob if we could possibly post the chat publicly if/after his 
article is released. 

hrobeers: I’m off 

hrobeers: cu guys 

Sunny King: bye hrobeers 

Sunny King: I need to go too, peerchemist I will drop you email later 

Sentinelrv: See you Sunny. 

saeveritt: Bye Sunny. Enjoyed the chat. :) 

Sunny King: thanks guys enjoyed the meeting very much :) 

Sunny King: talk to you soon 

peerchemist: cu sunny 
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